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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the higher education sector in sub-Sanaran

African countries. It begins by describing che growth and structure of

the sector, the amount of resources used and the original rationale for
its development. This is Eollowed by analyses of the labor markets
faced by higher education graduates using a wide rance of data including

rates of recurn, wage structures and trends, recorded vacancies, levels
of expatriate employment and government employment policies. From

these, labor *market assessments are constructed for 15 countries.,

These assessments indicate that although several countries
continue to experience scarcities of some types of graduate manpower, it

is becoming increasingly difficult for graduates in most countries to
find employment, particularlv those trained in the humanities. White

additional graduates could be usefully emoloved in teachino anc i? o 2--

of the public service, the abilitv of governments to rinance acoitionai
employment is decreasing and the private sector's demand is generall';
low. At the same time, social pressures to expand higher education
enrollments continue to be very strong.

The constraints to expanding public expenditure are currentlv
severe throughout Africa. Reductions in the unit coscs of higher
education and/or greater user charges are required particularly if
governments are to respond to pressures to further expand enrollments.
Unit costs are documented in detail for higher education institutions in
24 countries. These are shown to be very high in absolute values
compared to those in countries in other developing regions and are
particularly high when comparisons are made relative to per capita
incomes. Case studies of the components of unic costs show that che
costs of non-teaching items are considerable and that substantial
savings could be made. The high student wastage rates which are
described for several institucions, however, indicate that in any cos;
reducing exercises care is needed to ensure that teaching quality does
not fall.

Apart from reducing unit costs, savings in public expenditure on
higher education could be made through larger student contributions.
Existing financing arrangements are described for 24 countries and it is
concluded that increased contributions are both justified and feasible.
Whether these simply take the f-orm of increased charges or also involve

loan schemes needs to partly depend on the existing and planned pattern
of wage differentials.
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SUNMARY AND C0NCLUSI7NS

Enrollments and expenditures in higher education in sub-Saharan

African countries have expanded at a rapid rate over the past 20 years.

Today, all but the mosc sparselv populated countries have at least one

of the region's 50 universities. Considerable successes have been

achieved and while'the proportions of graduates in the total labor force

remain small compared to other developing regions, most senior positions

are now filled by trained Africans; Wi th the establishment and

consolidation of the higher education sector largely complece it is no%,-

an approoriace cime to cake scock or the situation.

Currently, the higher education sector is being criticised on a

number of levels including its general role in the development of poor

societies, the quality and use which can be made of its graduates and

the costs. Much of the criticism has been based on very scattered and

partial evidence and on the presumption that exoeriences in less

developed countries in other parts of the world can be generalized to

Africa. This paper attempcs to rectify this situation by bringing

together a wide range of materials related to higher education in

Africa, focussing particularly on the labor market for higher education'

graduates, the level and composition of unit costs and the feasibilicy

of increasing non-government contributions.

Outline of the Paper

While the higher education sector in Africa has grown rapidly

and c6nsumes large amounts of government revenue there is a limited

amount of detailed knowledge of its outcomes and expenditures. iJhhile

some documentation has been located for almost every country, the extent

is uneven. As a result, the treatment in this caper is not

encyclopaedic and data for every African country is not included in each

area of analysis. in most major areas, however, the data and case

scudies are sufficient co poinc clearly in particular directions.

The paper is divided inco four sections. The first documents

the development of highe r educacion in sub-Saharan African councri,s

since the early 1900's, presents the criticisms currently direcced at

che sector and briefly discusses the economic and budgetary environmenc

within which it is allocated funds.



Section II analyses -he labor market for African hi-her

education graduates. The initial discussion centers on the problems of

interpreting various measures of this market. Using a wide range of

information including rate of return studies, recent wage trends and

various employment indicacors labor market summaries are constructed for

15 countries. Future developments in graduate Labor markets are then

discussed. The implications of the findings for the higher educacion

sector in terms of enrollment policy and the need for much greacer

continuous assessment of the labor market are presenced.

Section III concentrates on the incernal efficienvc of hi eher

education institutions. The unit coscs of universicies n 2- counr: -

are presented followed by case-studies of staff:studenc ratios, levels

of expatriate employment, non-academic expenditures and ucilisacion

rates of physical facilities. These are followed by a discussion of

student wastage rates which have been assembled for a number of

countries. The second part of this section concentraces on the

feasibility of reducing unit costs and student wastage and examples are

given of the impact on costs of particular policy changes.

Section IV discusses the possibilities of reducing government

expenditure on higher education through increasing studencs'

contributions. The current constraints on government expenditure in

Africa and the existence of excess social demand for higher education

are the starting points for this section. Current arrangements for

student financing are then documenced for 24 countries. Finally

arguments in Lavor of increased student contributions through charges

and/or loans are presented and their feasibility and effect on

government finance demonstrated through case studies.

Findings and Conclusions

With a growth rate of over 11 percent a year since 196C, higher

education enrollments in African countries average around one percent of

the relevant age group. As a proportion of the total population, whey

are less than one quarter of those in Asian countries. Desof:k s

small siz. however. expendicure on the higher education sector ave.ages

one iifth of total educational expendicure which in turn accounts for

one fifth of all central government expendicures. This level of finance

has been provided for a higher education sector based on the central

argument that its graduates are required for rapid self reliant economic
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development. As a resuit of che recent severe decline in economic

growth and, consequently, in government revenues to virtuailv sta:ionary

levels, the sector is currently being critically reassessed in terms of

both the capability of the labor market to absorb graduates and the

costs of their education.

Comprehensive assessments of the graduate labor market require a

range and quality of data which is generally unavailable in African

countries. Rates of return to investment in higher education have been

calculated for only a small number of countries and while the results

imply that returns are generally below those to other levels or

education, the data used have often been inadequace id :h=; - vr

and many, of :he studies are already out of date. Recent surveys oL

government wage structure and the changes in these over time provide

additional information. These indicate that while wage differentials

resulting from higher education remain wide, graduates' earnings in many

councries have fallen quite dramatically over the last 2C years in

relation to both per capita income and the earnings of secondary school

leavers, While this is partly due to government wage policies aimed at

increasing income equality, it has also occurred in countries where

greater equality is not a conscious government policy and therefore is

an indication that the. scarcities of higher education graduates

experienced in the 1960's have been substantially reduced.

The existing surveys of wage daca, however, are again limiced in

the information they offer regarding the state of the labor market for

higher education graduates. For more detailed assessments, indicators

such as reported vacancies, levels of expatriate employment, manpower

surveys, unemployment rates and government hiring practices have also

been used. Information of this type has been collected from-a wide

range of sources for fifteen countries. In some, such as Botswana,

Ethiopia and Nigeria overall shortages of higher education graduates

still appear to exist while in others; such as Zaire, Guinea and Mali

there are severe problems in absorbing all graduates into the labor

force and unemplovment is reportedly widespread. In the majority of

councries, howiXver. the situation is more compltex with a Ci-t 1abDo

market for humanities graduates together with continuing shortages o'

graduates wich a science-based education.

Despite its generally low quality, all the available information

on the current state of the graduate labor market indicate that
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emplovment is becoming increasingly difficulc to find in most f`elcs o.

specialisation. For those occupations in which there are vacancies anc

significant numbers of expatriates are employed, the cause appears to be

more a lack of qualified entrants to the required courses rather than a

lack of course places. In che immediate future, the expected slow

growth of government expenditure and public service employment sugges. a

further tightening of the labor market. There would. then. aooear to be

little case for any substantial across-the-board expansion of higher

education in mosc African countries.

In the meantime, increased efforts are required to both moni;or

cte immediace exoeriences of graduaces and to develoo indicators

will provide signals of imminent changes in the labor market Eacing

them. Added attention needs also to be given to analysing the

performance of graduates in the workforce. Once a more detailed

knowledge of the workings of the labor market has been developed,

policies relating to both wage structures and the private costs oE

education can be developed to influence total demand, and its struc.ure,

for higher education.

Emphasis also needs to be directed towards reducing coscs.

Measured in absolute values, unit costs of higher education in African

countries are, on average, similar to those in the developed countries,

twice those in Lacin America and almost ten times those in Asia. They

are particularly high relative to the costs of other education levels

and per capita incomes compared to countries in other regions of the

world. The high unit costs result largely from the way in which

teaching is organised and che level of subsidies. In general,

staff:student ratios are low (averaging 1:7 compared to 1:15 in the

United States), levels of expatriate staff high (for example, 37 percent

in Tanzania), non-academic expenditures high (for example, 66 percent o.

the total in Lesotho) and expenditures on student support high (for

example, equal to 81 percent of the total primary school budget in

Burkina Faso). Conversely, in many institutions facilities are

inadecuate and there is substantial overcrowding of libraries and

iaboratorits. Thu hgh unILt costs are not rcsuitno In iow stcucen:

wastage rates. In a sample oE universities in seven countries, these

range between one third and two thirds. Since financial pressures on

students are minimal the causes are not economic. Fligh wastage would

appear to result from low quality teaching. parcicularly in secondary

education.
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The measures recommended co reduce the unit costs of hiTher

education borne by the state include increasing staff:student ratios

through the setting of minimum enrollment targets for courses and

-increasing the flexibility of faculty; reducing student wastage bv

reviewing admission procedures, the content of first year courses and

regulations for promotion and graduation; reducing non-teaching

expenditures by limiting the provision of subsidised services and by

increasing a range of charges to staff and students; and increasing

utilisation rates through the introduction of four term years. In

addition, greater efforts are required to imorove universities' plannins

and budaecinz systems. lase stucies of two universit:es suZ4Cs: l-

unit costs could be decreased by around 20 percent by such a set ot

measures which would have minimal effects on teaching quality.

While the economic arguments for substantial increases in

enrollments in higher education may not at present be strong in a

majority of African countries, the social pressures to expand are

increasing; Secondary school enrollments have been growing by over 13

percent a year since 1970 and data for Kenya, Nigeria and Somalia

indicate substantial levels of excess demand for higher education. One

of the reasons for this level of demand is the large discrepancy between

the resulting earnings benefits and the costs to the. studencs. If

governments wish to reduce the demand or simply to limit their own

expenditures, then a system of increased student contribution is one

option. A survey of student financing arrangements in 24 African

countries shows that in all cases tuition is free and that in nearly all

accommodation costs are covered and additional allowances provided. In

the extreme case of Zaire allowances are equivalent to eight times per

capita income. On the grounds of both economic efficiency and equ-ity

there is little justification for such levels of subsidisation.

Simulation exercises indicate that student loan schemes could

significantly contribute to higher education financing in those

countries where earnings differentials remain significant. In others,

char-es for accommodation may be feasible if coupled with a severe!y

rec~riut.d granc system covering rhe poores: students.
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T'E DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN SUB SAHARAN AFRICA

Introduction

Over tne past 25 years enrollments in education in sub Saharan

African countries have increased substantially. Bezween 1960 and 1970

enrollmencs grew at annual average races of 5.14, ll.L/ and 11.7 percenc

for primary, secondary and higher education respectively and 'or the

period 1970 to 1980 at 7.3, 13.4 and 11.5 percenc. Because of 'high

population growth the increases in enrollment ratios have been less

dramatic. Between 1960 and 1980. the averaoe primarv enrollmen: raoto

rose from 30 OercenC to 6c oer cert. seconsarv .rcnm oerc.. :

percenc and higher from almost zero to 1.4 percent. These averages hide

wide variations between countries. Table 1 presents current enrollment

ratios for selected countries.

Table 1

Enrollment Ratios in Selected African Councries (oer cent)

Country Primary Secondary Higher

Tanzania 98 3 0.3

Swaziland 93 29 3.0

Cameroon 74 14 1.3

Somalia 22 12 1.0

Mali 20 1 0.9

Niger 17 2 0.2

Source: World Bank, 1985.

llioh g-rowth races ot enrollments have necessitated lar-e

Lncr s,i in cxprn dicure. (cr mLucn oC tcn period un er revce zco Qc

expendeicuro on educacion has grown fascer than both aggregate aovernment

expenditure and gross national product. Appendix Table A2 illustrates



:hese points icr se cc:z zoun tes _e-:een '9,0 and LucO. C _

sub Saharan countries as a::nole che average percen:age o: :coai cen:ral

governmenc expendi:ure spent on education :as I8.9. ran inr -o.,r -

percenc in Mauritius to 45 Dercenc in che Ivory Coast. (ADpendix Tacie

Al)

Within these overall increases of oublic exoenditure, che shares

between educational levels have chaneed over time reflecting both

differences in enrollment growth and different rates of increase in unit

casts. Examples of changing shares between 1970 and 1980 are documen,ec

in Table 2. In all cases illustrated, che share of higher education has

risen considerably. Appendix Table Al presencs the current discribution

for each councry.

Table 2

Distribution of Educational Exoenditure by Level (percent)

Country . Primary Secondary Higher

Botswana 1970 60 31 9

1980 55 31 14

Congo 1970 52 38 10

1980 41 32 27

Malawi 1980 47 26 27

1979 49 19 32

Zambia 1970 51 34 15

1980 51 29 20

Upper Volta 1975 46 28 26

1980 38 23 39

Source: UNESCO, 1983

One 'inal point which needs co be made in chis intrcductorv

section before focussina directly on higher education is the diHifrernces

;n intL coscs bet'meen che various leveLs. On averaae a vear of seconcar;

scThoI ina Ls tour Cmt2n as exnens:.ve as a vear ot primar% sc-ooL;r.-.

'igi,her educacion is forcy cimes as expensive. As is shown later in

paper, these dif.erences are much greater in African councries than in

countries in ocher regions of che world.



The Higher Education Sector

the first students to graduate Erom an African higher education

institution (in the Western tradition) did so in 1879 from Fourah Say

College in Sierra Leone. By 1960, however, there were still only six

such institutions in sub-Saharan countries. Since then expansion has

been rapid. Today with very few exceptions every sub Saharan African

country boasts at least one of the region's fifty-seven universities.

Enrollments in universities vary widely from around 1000 in Burundi.

Mozambique, Swaziland, Chad and Niger, to over 10,000 in universities in

the Ivory Coast, Ethiopia, Nigeria. Sudan and Zaire. (AssociatLion ot

AErican Universities. 1983). Thes e are oocur,ent-d Eor -5 onivers-. s s

Appendix table A3.

Enrollments in higher education in sub Saharan Africa grew by an

average of around 11 percent a year over the last 25 years. Expansion,

however, has been uneven across countries resulting in variations in

enrollment ratios (i.e. enrollments as a proportion of the 20-24 vears

population) of between 0.03 percent in Burkina and 7.0 percent in Guinea

(See Appendix Table Al). In 1970, higher education enrollments per

100,000 population averaged 53; by 1980 they had grown to 139. Again,

the averages mask wide councry variations. In 1980, this ratio was below

30 in .11 countries, between ;1 and 100 in 8 countries, becween 101 and

200 in 8 countries, between 201 and 300 in 3 countries, and over 300 in

countries. The rapid growth in higher education enrollments, however.

still places the region as a whole well behind the position of other

regions of the world. Enrollments per 100,000 population average around

650 in the Arab and Asian countries and 1250 in Latin America.

The enrollment figures used above refer to all types of pos:

secondary education and are not always strictly comoarable between

countries. Table 3 presencs some country examples of the division of

enrollments between university and equivalent institutions and. those of a

lower status Eor i970 and 1980.
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Table 3

Enro1lIments by TIve of Hii_her Ed'.ca:ion I-nstituLion.

Selected Countries, 1970 and 1980

Councry Year Enrollments

University and Other

Equivalenc

Kenya 1970 2786 5009

1980 8966 3831

\4 rL 4a 1.0 1-.510

1980 70,395 79,677

Swaziland 1970 139 68

1980 1009 1289

Uganda 1970 2953 1279

1980 391-3 2279

Cameroon 1970 2128 562

1980 9806 2008

Tanzania 1970 1823 204

1980. 3240 291

Zambia 1970 1231 202

1980 3376 3964

Source: UNESCO, 1983

Despite the high rates of growth, as a proportion of all

enrollments those in higher education remain less than 1.0 percent across

the region as a whole. This contrasts strongly to the sector's share of

the total education budget which averages around 19 percent. In table 4.

countries are categorised according to the current share of educational

expenditure allocated to higher education.



Table

Distribution of sub Saharan African Countries By Share of Tocal dUCa:io-

Exoenditure for Hiiher Eduication

Percent of Tocal Recurrent Educacional

Expenditure on Higher Education

0-10 11-20 21-30 31-

Number of Countries 8 13 10

Bource e c- B1c Sank n c, 5

Lowest shares are for Mauricius, Zimbabwe, Benin, Niger and Gambia 7

percent and under) and highest for Upper Volta, Burundi, Guinea, Lesotho,

Malawi, Zaire and Mauritania (25 percent and over).

High shares of educational expenditure relacive to enrollmencs

suggest that the unit costs of higher education are large in relation to

those for other levels of education. In mosc African countries they are

also large in absolute cerms compared to countries in other regions of

the world. Further, since per capita incomes in the region are mostly

among the lowest in the world, the cost of a higher education in Africa

is particularly high relative to overall resources. These ooints are

illustrated comprehensively country-by-country in section Iii. In tabLe

5 below, some of the relevant summary statistics are presented.
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Table 3

Unit Costs of Public Education bv Level as a Percentage of Per Caoica GNP

Region/Country Group Primary Secondary Higher

Sub Saharan Africa

Francophone 29 143 804

Anglophone 18 50 920

As ia

South East Asia & Pacific 11 20 118

South Asia 8 18 119

Latin America 9 26 88

All Developing Countries 14 41 370

Source: Mingat and Psacharaooulos (r984) p.12

As a final introductory comment on the scale of the higher

education sector in sub Saharan Africa it is important to mencion the

olace of overseas study. Before 1960, the majority of African universicy

graduates had been trained overseas. For instance, in Nigeria in 1960,

182 students graduated from Ibadan while around four times that number

graduated from overseas institutions. The rapid growth of higher

education in Africa has not led to any absolute reduction in overseas

students. In 'act between 1972 and 1980, the numbers increased from

59,000 co 178,000. These figures compare wich 218,000 and 407,000 Asian

scudents overseas in those two years. Appendix table A4 shows the crowtn

in overseas enrollments Eor selecced African countries over this period.

The bias towards professional, sciencific and technological s;udies

Ct. otacn_ ,E stuiu nts aDrn1Li is very scrong. For exam ai ,

Council sLatis:ics on overseas students for 1977/78 show almosc crKee

quarters of them in these fields (()xenham, 1981, p.154).
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hEe Rationale -;or Exoans;on

Alcnouzh the hi her education sector, and par: cuiarla- -ne

universities, is at presenc zhe subject of a great deal of criticism on a

wide range of fronts, che high growth races of enrollments and

expendicures over the past 25 years in Africa indicate the large prior;-y

which it has received.

Institutions of higher education were very few ;n Africa orior to

l960. MIajor expansion occurred in the following decade for a variecy ot

economic and political reasons. The most important of these was to

produce highly trained manpower capable of replacing expatriaces and co

be available for the new demands generated bv exoected high rates ?

-conomic -rotch. The scope ior repIacin- expacr ac.

demonstrated bv Jolly and Colclough (1972) who showed thac for a sampie

of eleven African councries, expatriaces on average filled over oO

oercenc of jobs requiring post secondary education.

Although manpower development was, and remains, che major role

foreseen for the higher education sector in Africa, others were also

initially described and have been added over time. In addition to

manpower development, the sector has been said to:

- generate and disseminate knowledge and innovation

- act as intellectual and educational leader for the whole education

system

- provide a view on social issues independent of political auchorities

- provide a vehicle for service to the local community in analysing and

solving probLems

- support the conservation and careful adaptation of local traditions

and values

- act as a symbol of national prestige.

Whatever the merits of these claims, the argument used most

strongly to justify the large amounts of resources directed cowards

higher education has been the necessity for rapid development of

qualified manpower. The methodology initially adopted in the ear';

19b0's to juscify and Quancity this development has had a si nir cant

irnact on the volution of AfErican countries' higher education s:zsOems.

K.Kpansi.jn oceurru'd at a time .,hen econOmiC policvmaking hau eQ~-naced -n

concept of 'comprehensive development planning' and the ability of

planning authoricies zo not only forecast but also guide che develooment

of the economy was taken for granted. Most planning models assumed
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scrcng. si..p< e reiationshics becween inpucs anc outputs. e.g. be: een

investment and gross national producc. Tn tnis context, che aoDroach

taken to educational planning was based on similar perceptions anc

followed similar approaches. From a Eorecast rate of economic growth,

the manpower requiremencs necessary to support chat growth were

calculaced on the assumption of unique relationships becween output and

different types of manpower. These manpower requiremencs were in turn

transformed into unique educacion equivalencs. Over the last cwency five

years, the precise methodologies used have grown slighcly more

sophisticaced but continue Co be based on the same assumptions. In the

earlv 1960's, the mechodoloeies were very simple inceed.

Current Criticisms of che Higher Education Sector

For a va-riecy of reasons, the higher educacion sector today is on

the defensive in African countries as in other developing countries. The

critique is based on a number of fronts. In this sub-section. che

critiques are presented and some initial comments are made. No

conclusions are drawn, however, until further discussion in the following

sections.

While there has been a virtual consensus that the primary purpose

of universities and other institutions of higher education is to produce

qualified manpower, that has not meant that there have been no debates

over che place of higher education in developing countries. 7.ese

debates have focused on curricula, attitude formation and the -eneral

relationship becween the institutions and sociecy at large. Criticisms

have been made that higher education inscicutions are elicist, isolaced,

further the attitude of self importance among students rather than

fostering ideals of community service, encourage the transfer of Western

ideology, reinforce the emerging patterns of status stratification and

altogether operate as imported institutions.

A second set of criticisms is based on the impact which 'nigher

education is said to have on the rest of the educational syscem. - s

ar2ued chat the emphasis on examination success for encerina -he sec.or

tovether with the overuse of qualifications in the labor market!

,rt nu nPIOH r, rowns 'vi_i L, L u .i rncu :n seconcarv 5crioos.

particular. there is a downgrading of 'non-academic' skills which. are of

For a detailed account of che use of manpower forecasting in

educational planning in Ni-eria in the 1900's, see Hinchliffe (LQ73).
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.pnoorta^ce :- ;-e ca orotv or seconcarv shcool le aers .<: u

Lmmediarelv enter :ne labor market. The same orocesses.

also extend down co che primary schooi. Thi's suggested diszortion o- -;^

whole educacion system by the values of che. higher education sec:or :s

said :o be much greacer in che developing countries in which Eormal

schooling is virtually the only vehicle for career advancement and where

earnings differentials are verv much wider than in che indusir-:alised

countries.

A third area in which cricicism is directed cowards che higner

education sector is in its so-called 'external efficiency' - that is. the

degree to which its outputs (graduaces and research) correspono co :ne

e. anc ar.o ae o vale a .n rela cin to he ir osts c- ^-r^ c .

cerms oC tne educacion and craining of students, cte cri- que cD F.es

three Eorms:

- that the scale and/or structure of the sector has resulted ir. the

persistence of shortages in some manpower fields and in surpluses

trained in fields of low priority;

- that the overall rates of return to investment in higher educacion

are lower than in several other sectors and in particular are low in

relation to other education Levels - also thac returns vary

-substancially by subject, again reflecting an inappropriate struccure

of expansion;

that the sector has had too much emphasis placed on ic which has

resulced in a simple displacemenc in the labor market of graduaces

of lower levels oE education often without any increase in

productivity but which then fuels addicional social demand for h'igher

education and a reduction in resources for a large section oE the

population who are not even provided with a basic education.

These critiques are documented and judged in section II according to the

evidence available Eoo African countries.

The final set of criticisms revolves around the concept of

LncernaL efficiency, or the efficiency wich which the sector uses

resources to produce educated and trained graduates. The starrin coinL

for such criticisms is che high unit costs of higher education borne by

.~~- *.,i.- ::. 1>),. - ^.t- . '"'i;'v Unt>... -:>--

in the councrius concerned arnd costs in other recions of the : ;or)u. e g

unit costs have a number of causes includitg ceaching salaries Ear above

per capita income, low student/teaching staff ratios resulting in part
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from a proliferacion of soecialis: courses. larze numbers oE non-teachin-^

scaff and subsidised staff nousing. Added to these high unit costs in

most African countries are subscantial scholarshiDs and living allowances

paid to the students. Some of the relevant data were produced earlier in

table 5 and more is presented in sections III and IV.

The Fucure

Pressure is beinoplaced on the higher educacion sector in

African councries to produce better crained graduates in more appropriace

fields and to increase ics level of service co che rest of the communictv

through aoolied research and greater oucreach. Ther- .- -'I

significant pressures to expand from secondary school students whose

numbers increased from 1.4 million in 1965 to 4.8 million in 1975 and co

9.7 million in 1981. The incentives for secondary graduates to enter

higher educacion remain very large in most councries as the private costs

are low and earnings differencials are substantial. These pressures on

the higher education sector to expand are being felt at a time when the

budgetary constraint in most African countries is tightening.

Economic growth in sub Saharan Africa averaged 5.6 percent a year

between 1960 and 1973 falling to an average of 3.7 percent for the rest

of the 1970's. In terms of per capita income the seven lowest income

countries in this latter period had zero growth, the next 17 countries

grew by 1.0 percent, the next 11 by 1.5 percent and the four highest

income countries by 3.2 percent. Overall, per capita incomes grew at a

mere 1.6 percent a year. More recently, the situation has worsened

further with GNP increasing by only 1.1 percent in 1982 and 0.3 percent

in 1983. Per capita incomes have fallen. The future looks equally

bleak. For the period 1985 to 1995, the World Bank has forecast

the average change in per capita income for low-income African countries

at between -0.1 and -0.5 percent a year.

While increases in GNP have been small, pressures to exoand

government expenditure have remained. For most African countries that

has Led to an increase in government expenditure as a share of G:P?. The

.!orld hiallk i 08- 1 rac5nt- cn l ce snar.s tor Doch [<2 and --S; .r hc

countries. The averages are 24.1 and 28.6 percent respectively. OF the
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20 counti es for vnich cata is prese2n ed for £c31 - ave cve se-:

expenditure at levels equal to over 30 oercent of I ?. '.'h s Low-a re-

of economic growtn and public expenditure shares already hith in man'.

countries, pressures to increase public expenditure in the foreseeable

fucure are likely co be resisced.

Turning Lo educacion's share of cocal central governmenc

expenditure, the average for sub Saharan African councr'es in 1980 was

IS.9 percenc. `T;hat is sLightiv disturbinv for the future is that rn

seven countries for which data on the share is avai'able for i972 an.

1981, it has fallen on average from 17 percent to 14 percent (World Bank.

1981). At the same rime, milicary expenditure as a proportion of GNP

:n-roased, bet,:een LO . ant .O-3 in 20 out of 3' oo-tr'es

Increasing resiscarnce to furuher excansion o. e-c a .a.

expenditure therefore can be expected co come from cwo sides. On the one

hand, the forecast economic environment for sub Saharan countries is

bleak and pressures are to cut rather than expand public expenditure. On

the other hand, there is mouncing compecicion from *other sectors co take

a greacer share of any increases and, indeed, to cut inco education's

existing share.

With regard to the higher education sector, chis is allocated

revenue in either of two ways. First, it may compete with ocher levels

of education for a share of.a tocal education budget. Second, it may be

considered separacely and compete with all other claimancs. 7n both

cases, given the nacure and range of che criticisms being directed

against the sector, its position at presenc does not appear co be strong

in terms of receiving substantial addicional public funds. In chis

context there are four possible strategies for che higher education

sector:

a) negotiate more scrongly for a greater share through producing:

- a stronger argument from the existing case

- an improvement in the case

h) reduce unit costs in ways which do not affect qualitv to

provide:

- more graduaces (or a constanc tevel of finance

_ *59- -"c,.'r.V,'.~ -A?i, nr :', r "in ~^ r or'lnO! n Or.l ca

t inancc2

c) increase non-government finance .hrough t-he stimulation of the

private sector and the shifcing of costs co students



reduce : te demanC Eo- n;g.ner e-":ca:4cn.

none of these scracegies is s%s:em.acicaliv adopret :ne resui: ^:i b

che worsE of all worlds - continued expansion of enrollmencs, an

unplanned for reduction in per scudenc expenditures and a reducrion L .

effectiveness. The Eollowing three sections discuss the feasibilicy o.

;he alcernacives.
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EXTERNAL P7rTr7PNCY OF ,,27HER EDUCATION

Introduccion

There are two concepts of efficiency applicable to analvsis of

the higher education sector - internal and external efficiency. Incernal

efficiency focusses on the amount and ucilisacion of resources used -o

produce the sector's output. In section I it was shown Inat Ine aresumec

outouts of the higher educacion sector are numerous, ranging from

graduation of studencs to the maintenance of national culture. For

simolicicv in the rest oE this paper. outouts are taken to be of zto

.:oes - *raduactno stuoents -nes rSa. c. in econo _ a-,a s:,. :

effectiveness assessments provide measures of internal efficiency. n

practice., analyses of internal efficiency in higher educacion use s-uch

indicators as repetition rates, dropout races, class sizes, teacher

concact hours, intensity of use of facilities and overall unit costs.

These are discussed for the higher education seccor in sub Saharan Africa

in section III.

The external efficiency of higher education institutions is

concerned with the impact of their operations on the economy and sociecy

as a whole. In economic theory, the appropriate instrument to measure

this efficiency is cost benefit analysis. However, as is discussed

below, some suspicion of chis approach as applied to education exists and

in praccice, analyses have also concentraced on levels of unemployment,

manpower shortages, the quality and effectiveness of graduates in .work,

che amount of research and its relevance to national needs, and other

such indicators. The external efficiency of the higher educacion sector

in sub Saharan Africa is the subjecc of this chapcer.

The Labor Markec for Higher Education Graduates

There is- a conventional wisdom in general discussions of

developing councries thac graduate unemplovment and/or a mal-utilisacion

of uraduaces widely exists alongside continuino shortages in particular

scLencu-basud occupations. The empirical evidence for this view has

Dfl -r >tj la Lruf7 IS 5ls .2' ;' Y'', D t C _a 1_er ' ,o A, ; t

and eventuallv higher educacion surpluses, have also been poinced to

discussions of AErican countries for several years. In seccion 1, a
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brier f'esc. ricn o I -h.s genera sed ve';-..;as resentec n n e :- re -o -7.

3el-ow. a simi.ar Y:e s re rocuce i-om :he __-nom'_ o-m ission lor

Africa (I.97S:

"Firstly there is evidence o. growing open unemploment or

secondary and even tertiary school leavers in African countries.

Secondly, the forecasts of manpower requirements in African countries in

recent years are increasingly yielding predictions of middle level and

higher level manpower surpluses . T.h... .Thirdly. tnere is evidence ihat ;he

sociai rate of return on investment in education is higher .n or:marv

education than .n any other level of education ........ bv and large in the

continent as a whole it is true to say that all the indicacors poinc

coward a possible overexcansion of the uooer levels of the educac-ona!

s'-ste." , zO-o

Much of che rest of this seccion develoos these arguments Eur:ner

and surveys the evidence. It begins by considering some of the problems

involved in measuring the degree of labor market imbalance.

Measures and causes of labor imbalance

Identifying shortages and surpLuses of specific manpower

categories is noc simple. The most common approach has been to

concentrate on the level of unfilled vacancies and for relatively highly

educated people in most African countries, this mainly involves vacancies

in the public sector. For ceachers, doctors., extension workers and the

like, establishments are determined according to size of service

population and norms of service, e.g. teacher:pupil ratios. Such norms

always involve a large degree of subjectivity and arbitrariness. This is

even more so in che case of central and local government administrators.

For example, how many trained economists does a ministry of finance

actually need? Turning to sectors producing for the markets, vacancies

again are not unambiguous. In parastacal enterprises not directly

operated on rigorous efficiency criteria, establishmencs may again be

creacmd for many reasons other than that the value of increased output

.wouLd match or exceed the additional wage'bill.

.inile the presence oi vacancies does noc necessarilv constitute a

crue shorca,.r the emolovmenc of expatriates can be used as an incdcator

dt . i ;i i T h<L "itu T u i I, I I - . -ICz t - -

possib:lities of reorcanising work oatmerns and combinations or wor-e:-s

with various skills, the retencion of expatriates on often high wages is
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a re250onaD.e ;nc:catton o- unmet cemana.

Anocher indicator ar manpouer shortaces ma- te esca a Ln- a -:a

rates as empLoyers comoete For inadequate su,pLies o. Darticular SK41ls.

However, while their presence may indicate shortages, an absence ot

rising rates is noc conclusive evidence that shortages do not exist.

Government conzrol of wages may rule chese ouc and a much more careful

analvsis ot job grading may be required.

Turning to indicators of labor surpluses, the most comron

approach is to measure open unemployment and the period tacen to : nd

first employment. Whether unemployment and long periods of job search

are cruly indicacive of surpluses depends partly on their causes. Th oso

-*_ in c a _e. an unamb iuous lack of lobs i -e _L :t t - ' =-

,k il learned and at a wage similar to that in the immee ate pd_-s a

poorly functioning labor market in which information of vacancies is only

slowly transmitted, or a labor market in which wide wage differentials

exist between jobs such chac it is in che individual's interest to wait

fo-r a long period of time until a high- paying job becomes available.

Another major problem in using unemployment measures as the indicator of

surpluses is that in countries such as Ethiopia, Guinea, Mali and Somalia

employment for &raduates is guaranteed by the government in which case ho

visible surpluses are allowed to exist.

One other measure of surplus is low or falling .wage rates.

Again, however, only iE the market is being allowed to set these races

can they operate as a useful indicator.

The employment indicators described above can provide some,

partial, information on the current state of, and trends in, -he graduate

labor market and whether there has been over- or under- expansion of

higher education in terms of jobs. If wage rates are used, this also

tells us something about demand, in an economic sense. All this

information, however, is insufficient for assessing whether the resources

allocated co higher education are being used efficiently. For instance,

snortages as indicated by large numbers of vacancies mav exist and manv

expactriates mav be employed in a situation where the costs oa tra:n!nr

aporopriate labor would be mnuch greater than the increases :n outnut

::Dr)uuu§,c 'v vj. I! Etu c 1 ; a _ 7-' 0-70n:

Le relativet i nfn- and p2riads required to gain e-mloyment en-;i, 'e:

.tne additional output u producud by gradv-ates hen they do find work could

have a far greater value than the costs involved in producing chem. la



.hen t:-he oncern :s t-. apcr or:a te .a- surces c5 nz

airec-ed -w:aris nig er ecuca:'on ant the eei .cien aicca: c . --s

;i hin the sector. me sses of social a ces ^ re-.rn ceco me -

Crinciole. relevant. Rates of return co 4nvescment *n hither educa;:on

need co be compared to those of investments at other levels if the

concern is wich efficient allocation wichin the education sector as a

whole, and returns by separate higher education area are recuired if the

concern is with efficiency within che higher education sector alone.

Thy mighc imbalances in skil ls oroduced with 'n the hi he-

education sector and identified by either differences in unemoiovment

rates, periods of job search and/or wage rates or by significanc

differences in races of return, exisc' There are three manor reasons -

aceuate :u /rmo on Out .Uure [labr On-a .>uS 5'. a::-;- :

boch scudencs and those responsible for prov'ding higher eaucation

places, an insufficient number of qualified school leavers available or

willing to cake up places offered and institutional rigidities that

hinder rapid labor supplv adjustments. These are briefly looked at in

curn.

Higher education is characterised by long gestation periods. As

a consequence, labor market conditions at the time oE graduacion may

differ substantially from those existing at the time when individuals

made their course decisions and when the authorities decided on the

number and distribution of places. One possible result is that markets

for educated labor are subject to cycles of under - then over - supply.

The long gestation period is also a feature used to justify basing the

provision of higher education places on manpower forecasts.

Unfortunately,- the experiences vith these forecasts have in general not

proved satisfactory in developing councries. Economic -growch and

structural changes have varied widely from those forecast, productivity

and skill mixes have departed from the assumptions, and skills have been

formed in ways ocher than those anticipated.

Even if the future behaviour of labor markets was identified

accurately by students and polic;' makers, there is no guarantee :hat

places provided on this basis would be caken up. On the one nand

qJuedncs careur choices mav be made on grounds other than the oure ;.

.- ,ri . r * 11 r' -. - -c -ax o. i aCK c , 'nc , u - - :

subjects required as a basis tor advanced courses.
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rFrail v even i- chan2es in Iabor demand were accura te> I orecas:

by botn scudents and education planners anrd even i- stucents :ere

cuali.ied and willing to adjust -heir choices accordingly, there Us

no guarantee thac higher education institutions would make the necessarv

adjustments to their programs. Faculcy tenure. elaborate decision making

procedures and the semi-autonomous status of many higher education

institutions make rapid change unlikely. Added to this. chose E elds

where there are labor shortares and where expansion :s oes4rable are

precisely the ones for which higher education teachers are likely to be

most scarce.

.. s CsubsectLon uua an a D:ecU co o omonl -e o :VL& :-

situation in developing countries with regard to employment ana :bo

higher education graduace. Labor market imbalance in cerms of either a

general surplus of graduates or a mixture of shortages and surpluses

seems to be a common assumption. The data required to Eully test this

assumptio;n, however, are not available for any African country. In trne

analysis which follows the state of the current, and likely future, labor

market for higher education graduates in sub Saharan African countries is

reviewed using a bactery of, admittedly, partial evidence.

Rates of return

Rates of recurn to investment in education have been calculated

for only a small number of sub Saharan African countries. Psacharopoulos

(1980a) presents the results for eight countries as shown in Table 6.
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.acIe C

Rates of Return to Education bv _evei and Countrv' (oercent)

Country Survey Private Social

Year Primary Secondary Higher Primary Secondary Higher

Echiopia 1972 35.0 22.3 27.4' 20.3 18.7 °.

Ghana 1967 24.5 17.0 37.0 i8.0 13.0 lb.3

Kenyaa 1971 28.0 33.0 31.0 21.7 19.2 8.8

Malawi 1978 15.1

Rhodesia 19b0 b 

Sierra Leohe 1971 20.0 22.0 9.5

Uganda 1965 66.0 28.6 12.0

Source: Psacharoooulos (1980a) Table I

Note: (a) social rates refer to 1968

Averaging across countries the rates are:

Primary Secondary Higher

Private 29 22 32

Social 26 18 12

Before aspects of the methodology behind these calculacions and

che use which can be made-of them, are discussed, the imolications of the

results will be set out. For all countries, the social returns are

highest for primary schooling. In four of the six cases, returns to

higher education are lowest and are below 10 percent in three cases. The

implications of these results, at least for the. time being, are that

within the education budget existing resources, and any increases in

resources, should be switched away from hicher education towards the

ocher levels. The appropriate overall level of resour_es for che

vducacion sector, of course, depends on a comparison with returns .n tne

The apparenc simplicity and che strong implicacions oL :nese

social races of return recuire that the methodology Lollowec in cheir

calculation be looked at carefully. Leaving aside the fundamental
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questions o, c.e mean,ng a c : he rE aLionsn. s oecveen. ear-.;r.--s ,nG

marginal oroduccivitv (carcicularlv in m'-Le oublic secto- a-d

oroduc:ivitv and education, the earnings data used should u-.l se

realistic assessments of lifetime differentials. Since it has noc proved

possible to accurately forecast changes in the earnings differenciais

through time th.e standard methodology has been to use cross sectional

daca on the assumocion that age-educacion-earnings differencials :;ill

remain similar to chose observable coday. :n inspecting rate o: return

studies, cherefore, the best form of earnings data thac can be hoped Cor

is cross sectional data based either on the population census or on

large, well constructed sample surveys.

In only two Ol the African case 5-u_ies oresenmec^.sr; '.r

cross sectional data based on samole survevs used. Ihe earnings bene n -e

resulting from higher education in the Nigerian, Ghanaian, Sierra Leone

and Ugandan studies were taken directly from civil service pay scales.

Only in the cases of Kenya and Ethiopia were the earnings differentials

derived from surveys.

Another data problem relates to costs. In all cases the costs oa

producing graduating students were inflaced through the attribution of

all institutional costs to this purpose. To the extent that there are

outputs other than graduates, the costs have been inflated, and the

returns reduced.

A final point to be considered in surveying these studies of

returns to higher education is that alL were conducted 12 to 18 years

ago. Since then enrollments have increased by an average of ll percent a

year, public sector employmenc has exploded and expacriates have been

widely replaced. There is little reason to believe, therefore, that the

separate forces acting on the demand and supply for higher education

graduates have operated in such a way chat returns have remained conscanc

over this period.

Social rates of return to invescment in educacion can be powerful

tools of inalysis iL the earnings data used can be assumed to reasonaLlx

reflect ditferenc levels ot productivicy betwveen graduates of differenc

.ue.};2Q. n . -. , i~ .. w; -.. ,5-* _-rm 2i L s / 

uarnings in the earLy years oi workin5 iifu. reliance on cross seaLonmai

rather than longicudinal data will not unduLy distort the real returns.



The more .elL cons: -uce: t-e no: hne earn: -,s survev, hne more ?

to aaze che .-.-ormac:on and :he more realistic i: is co assume :n.ac in a

given councry cemand and su oIv in Ihe labor .arket a-e -.a;o

determinants of earnings, t:he greacer can reliance be olaced on the

results. So far, however, most of the studies which have been made ol

rates of return in African countries have used seriously deficient data

in these respects. As a result the existing studies are of verv limitod

use in evaluatino investment in higher education and the iabor marlt

racing present and future graduates.

Waoe structures

Rates ot return a:emnt to orovlde a cororenens:ve -

economic benef:cs oF ecaucational investments over a i :etime. :

reliable calculations of these are generally unavailable for African

countries che question arises of whecher ac least partial and short term

assessments of the nature of the labor market facing higher education

graduaces can be derived from existing data on current earnings

structures and recent trends in these.

Surveys of earnings in African countries across both the private

and public sectors are virtually non-existent. However, since in only a

few countries such as Nigeria and Kenya are higher education graduates

employed in the privace sector in any significant numbers, it is

feasible, in principle, to derive judgements on che labor market For

graduates by concentrating on the public sector alone. Even here.

however, the available daca are very limited and are' largely based on

comparisons of starting salaries and points on the salary scales for

different education groups.

The most recent survey of public sector earnings across countries

comes from an International Labour Office (1982) study covering eight

Anglophone countries. Table 7 presents graduate starting salaries as a

mulciple of per capita income in each country.
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Racios ot Graduace S:a-r`ni Salarv to Per Carica Income L-

Councry Graduate scarting salarv:

Per capita income

Gambia ll.l

Ghana 3.6

Keenva 14.6

Sierra Leone 3..

Somalia 8.3

Tanzania 14.2

Zambia 12.0

Source: International Labour Office, 1982

On average, starting salaries were ten times per capita income

but the multiples varied widely from 3.6 in Ghana to over 14 in both

Tanzania and Kenya. There appears to be no obvious explanation for such

variations in terms of either che enrollment ratios in higher education

or the varVing degree of government wage control. Beyond concluding chat

higher education graduates generally receive earnings far in excess of

per capita income, little can be Eurther gained from this data.

More appropriate for the purposes oE this study are data

comparing starting salaries of public sector entrants with different

levels of education. The ILO study provides examples. In Liberia the

starting salary for a university graduate is 56300 as opposed co a school

leaver's $2646. In Sierra Leone the corresponding figures are e.21c4

and Le.14xb and in Tanzania Sh.L7.0"O and Sh.7,800. These. and ocher

K•ampIPs jivt.n, are transformed inco index number equivalencs in tabie S.



Table S

Starcing Salaries in Public Service bv Education Level

('O' level equivalent 100)

Country '0' level 'A' level Degree.

Ghana 100 120 169

Kenya 100 127 269

Liberia 1CIO 339

z2r r Lcone [2 

Somalia 100 128 171

Tanzania 100 148 323

Zambia 100 116 169

Source: Derived from International Labour Office, 1982

In four of the seven countries surveyed the differencials

received by higher education graduates appear to be substantial with

earnings for this group around three times as large as for people vhno

finished their formal education five or six years earlier. In cne ocher

three cases - Ghana, Somalia, Zambia - che differentials appear to be

rather narrow. In Ghana at least this is a result of substantial falls

in the differentials through the 1970's. Between 1974 and 1980 the

university:'A' level differential fell by 32 percent and the universicy:

'0' level differential by 55 percent.

Earlier work by Jolly (197-7) also points to quite significant

falls in the relative position of university graduate earnings.

Comparing graduate scarting salaries with per capita income becween

approximatelv L963 and 1976 for eleven African councries, chese fell on

average from a mulctole of 23 co !6.5. Combining Jolly's daca for l-`

wich the [17's for 1979 for Ghana, Ken-a. Sierra Leone and Tanzania cn-s

IL) I I,rc:.c i_ 011 .' vQtn J V r .-: uced iroXm '- co

The experiences of changes in .age structure. n.owever. are not

uniform across the continent as examples of Echiopia and Malawi

demonstrate. In Ethiopia there have been no salary adjustments since
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7 ; and ncremncra,a --ecs have been allo.ed or,ly for nhos on -.. 

salary levels. 7or the public servant above these LeveLs who r.as h ?

promocion, real incoome fell by 57 percent bet-ween 195 and 1961. .he

position in Malawi is very different. There the earnings racio becveen

highest and lowest classes in the civil service remained vrcuailv

unchanged throughout the 1970's. Between these extremes, however, ctere

were significant changes in the wage structure. While the admin scrative

and professional classes and the upper ranks of the secretaria'. 7.ul-sir:

and ceaching classes gained in relative terms, the execucive. cec.hnical

and clerical officer class lost.

interpretation of all these data causes considerable probiems.

.:- iroarart _enerai 2euc1,n .n..e re.-. s re^e:.- c b 

education graduates may have been causec by supply increasing a: a

much faster chan demand wich a consequencial tightening of che graduate

labor market and the possibility of surpluses exiscing or being created

in the near future. On the other hand, decreased differentials may be

solely a result of government wage policy directed a: a more ecual

distribution of income. However, despice the- problems involved in

interpretation, *the apparently substantial fall in graduace earnings

d.ifferentials across a numbe.r of countries with. differing approaches to

the degree of government intervention and control over the economy does

suggest that, in large measure, these have resulted from a tightening of

the labor market for university graduates. The sparcicv oE the data does

not allow a more firm, general conclusion.

As is the case with rate of return studies, analyses of earnings

structures can, in principle, and under certain conditions, provide a

great deal of evidence for judging the behaviour and state of Labor

markets for higher education graduates. In both cases, however, the

existing studies and data for African countries are insufficienc for this

purpose. Certainly in mosc councries graduates' earnings differentials

have decreased over :he past twency vears and, presumrably. so have the

rates of return on investment in universicy education. "..h ie his

s uggSts that university expansion has often been at a race not matcheE

i,;c mow r . <-.:>.r ::2w nO'.i: .I

C Vo is sufficient tor detailed judgemenc. As a resut; cescite he

rcservations described earlier regarding estimates of labor shortages and

surpluses based on measures such as public service vacancies, expatriate
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employmenc anc per;ocs o.L ob search :nis yv?e d'. _nforaracn .d asC

used and is presenced ielow.

Labor market surveys

Data on expatriate employment, public sector vacancies, manpo-er

forecasts, government employment practices and periods of job search nave

been accumulated, unevenly, for fifteen African countries. To give just

an indication of the type and quality of this information vnbch is

derived from a large number of formal and informal sources, some examples

are presented below. The conclusions are summarised in :able 9.

Expacriate employment

The level of expatriate employment remains substantial in severaL

African countries. For example, in Liberia there are 5300 expatriate

workers of whom 70 percent are in managerial, professional and technical

occupations. These workers hold 40 percent of che most se,nior jois and

15 percent of jobs categorised as professional and technical. The

situation in Malawi is very similar, with expatriates holding 43 and 13

percent of jobs respectively in these categories. In Nigeria a 1977

manpower survey showed one fifth of administrative and managerial workers

to be expatriace and in Tanzania expacriates are widely employed,

particularly as pharmacists, engineers, technicians and science teachers.

Ihe mining industry is partly responsible for very large numbers or

expatriates in Zambia - 48 percent of the high level manpower category

mainly employed as engineers, metallurgists, archicects and secondary

school teachers. Finally, there is :he unique case of Zimbabwe. In

1979, 16,000 non-Africans were employed in occupations defined as high

level.

Public service vacancies

For reasons discussed above, the use of public sector vacancies

to infer shortages needs to be regarded with great care. The a77

'lanpower Survev in Nigeria imolied substantial vacancies for hne modern

p2rcent) ant technical, ,ciencitic and protessional workers l't rercenrE

in particular. SimilarLv, in Tanzania vacancies averaging around 30

percent of establishments exist in senior professional jobs and-are again

highest in those based on science and technological training.



Manoower :orecasts and assessrents

Medium term .orecasts a: r anooWer req irer.ens anc snor: :cr-

assessmencs of the graduate labor market have been base o0n ver%

rudimencary methodologies buc examples are again included here tor -b,

sake of completeness. A manpower forecast for Burundi suggests a vircual

overall balance in the supply and demand for graduates through to the

early 1990's. In Lesotho. however, the planned growth of enrollments is

expected to outsCri4 demand, particularly outside the teaching sector.

The most detailed manoower corecast is for Nigeria. From a lis o. 7

high level occupations, existing stocks in 1980 were assessed at 81.000,

existing vacancies at 47,000 and additional requirements to 1985 at

'9.o000. To cill the vacancies and meet these recuiremencs. univens:Zy

n.l5cimer s are ?!annea to nc-eas -rom_. e ; `-o

1985. with a switch towards science based courses. The situat:on n

Somalia appears to be very different. There, the demand for addicional

graduates bDy the late 1980's is assessed ac 150 a year compared to an

exoected outturn of 800. Part of che surpluses is expected to be taken

up by employment in the Gulf states.

Government emnployment

A further indication of the labor market situation can be gained

in a number of councries from recent changes in che governmenc's atcicude

as an employer. particularly in countries where employment in the public

sector has been guaranteed by law. In Guinea, for example, the 1981-85

national plan proposes a reduction in higher educacion enrollments of -O

percent, explicitly to preveht further overstaffing of the public

service. Responding to similar pressures, the Mali government in 1983

rescinded the right of employ-ment to all graduates of higher education.

Periods of job search

Some of the most useful information for analysing the current

state of the labor market is the period taken to find employment. This

is unfortunately available for very few countries. In a stu c ot

-raduates in the Sudan. Sanval and Yacoub (l975) found that, on averaae.

@ porctnr of agricultural. on<ineering and natural science graduates

Thr. ~Lu tr ) -!olfliL tI-f.n x mon t's in -e >>5-c n t S . __

and !berEl arts ,raduates die so. Untortunately the data are now ten

years old. A similar survey by Bardouille (L982) of Zambian graduaces in
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1976 showed chat 50 percen: en:ered em'oD1oYmen: v.mecia e V Zcr

graduacion, 37 percentc wi tin a monch and 13 percent be:ween one nc s:x

months. Since 1981, however. i: is argued that there nave teen orow Lng

difficulties in placing humanicies and social science graduaces while

there are continuing shortages of science and engineering graduates. 7or

Zaire, it is reported that there are high levels of unemployment with

most graduaces taking becween one and three years to Eind emolovmenc.

The amalgamation of the type of information described above is

summarised in table 9 for fifteen councries.
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Summary of Labor "arket Conditions for Hinher Educacion Graduates

Country Commencs

Botswana Very hicgh proportions oE exoacriaces emploved and

an increasing shorcEall of higher edc.cacion

graduaces over the l980's.

3urundi Forecast demand and olanned suoplv should Keeu

a! cae -:?72 ia: C, IJ r n e- u mr

Cameroon Unemployment of university graduaces is emerging.

Ethiopia Real shortages of higher education graduates.in

virtually all fields.

Guinea Very rapid growth of enrollments has resulted in

graduates greatly exceeding absorptive capacity.

Lesotho The labor market for graduates is tightening.

Future vacancies for arts graduates mainly in

teaching.

Liberia High proportions of expatriates employed.

Greatest shortages in secondary teaching,

technical professions and all levels of,

management.

Malawi Large numbers of expatriates employed.

Mal ! An excess of higher educat:on gracuates Ls now,

eme r- no.



NiJerla zSus:an:`aI numbers o. exactriates C-r.'osea 7-1

l. Zh levels of vacancI es idenc-ried .n e ou .

serviLc rarticularlr ror :ecnnicaL scien :. c san

professional personnel. Massive piannec expans-on

of *higher education witch slighc shift towar-s

science based courses.

Somalia Manpower requirements -or hiaher educacion

gracuates forecasc to he well below exoec:eL

outturn.

Sudan Substantial over-oroduccion of arts based

,raoua: s anc cncer-or'Žc, c an or

graduaces. Engineering and agricultural graouao'rs

meet only half of government needs.

Tanzania Continued emoloyment of expatriates particularly

among engineers, technicians, science teachers.-

Substantial number of vacancies in science based

professions.

Zaire High levels of unemployment, particularly among

humanities graduates.

Zambia Continued shortage of science-based graduates

necessitating substantial expatriate employment.

Increasing difficulty in absorbing humanicies and

social science graduates.

In a few countries such as Zaire, Guinea and Mali unemoloved

higher education graduates are be-coming commonplace. 'n others sucn as

Nigeria, Botswana and Ethiopia. even high levels of expansion apoear

cooable with for .he time being. In the largest oroun of councr.es.

),- r , L r) e -,.:ua .ic L-' mer-o mLxeli a!n Cacro ; onccD n mat; c

laborr market ;will not be able co acsorb the high numbers of numanlcies

graduates in the near fucure togecher with an expectation that shortages

ot science based and professional manpower will remain.
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The main determinan: of ' s-uac:on : , De .aoor ma:ker 

hiogher educacion graduaces ;n :.ne snor; cerm is :ne trend in zovernmenc

employment, largelv decerminec :vy leveis or governm.enc expenc:ture.

Governments in five of che fifteen countries surveyed have guaranceeo

employment to graduates and in ochers che proportions employed in the

public service are often very high even without such a guarantee. En

Lesotho for instance 98 oercent of science graduates are employed in -he

oublic service. Expansion of the public service in most countries ;;as

raoid in che 1960s and L970s as cable 10 show.s.

Table 10

Annual Growt;h Ratos or 3ubiic Sector Emolo,ncn. Varl.,us Da;s5

Country Period Annual Growth (%)

Gambia 1976-81 14

Kenya 1971-80 8

Liberia 1973-79 6

Mali 1975-79 23

Somalia 1971-78 17

Togo 1975-79 15

Source: Government and World Bank estimates.

While many parts of the public services are now widely regarded

as inflated this is not uniformly the case. Teaching is the pr'ime

example. While developed countries have moved towards all-graduate

teaching services most African countries do not approach this situation.

Given the availabilicy of government finance many graduates coulc

uontinue to find employment in this sector filling n ew posts and

-p .iucn 'under nual ii t2 a 2ac.ers. Unless graduate ":ages fal!

nokvevvr, che severe puDlic finance cons:rair.: tacing mostc cria n

4overnmencs is likely co lead Lo a blocking oEf of this area of oublic

employment similar to ocher areas. The stark reality is that governmencs



can no Longe: be r-aarded a2s : In or abIe to provide e-mi2vmlen:

irresDectiv, of the skills of. f . And no ocher sector. cu.rent v, :s

fiilling the governeencs' plac;-. The result -s nh.at apart from the fe'

countries such as Botswana which still employ very large numbers of

expatriates and those such as Nigeria in which natural resource

exploitation creates general expansionary condicions the employment

market, for graduaces. particularly in che humanities and social

sciences, can be expected to tighten.

Policy Implication of Labor Market Analysis

The proportion of the relevant age group enrolled in higher

education in African countries is very low compared to other rectons -.

che uorLD. Graduate Ln:ens by in mos: oar:s of most econom:es-

Secondary school teaching is commonly dominated by non-graduates. Nany

countries continue to rely on significant numbers of non-Africans in a

wide range of occupations. Planned work schedules in many government

departments often imply levels of establishments which are not filled.

At the same time, however, governments in many countries cannot afford a

general expansion of employment. While the constraint on public

expenditure and the relatively small size of the private sector is likely

to lead to a tighter labor market all round, the survey of countries

suggests that some types of graduates will be affected more than others.

This points to an imbalance in the higher education labor market. Before

any hasty responses are made to this concepcion, however, the discussion

above should be sufficient to indicate. one important point. The factual

information available in terms of rates of return, wage analyses, and

systematically collected data on employment indicators is totally

inadequate. Monitoring of the outcome of an activity which on average

consumes 20 percent of the education budget which in turn consumes around

20 percent of total government expenditure is almost non-existent in most

countries. In view of the lack of relevant data plus the tentative

conclusions which have been reached, recommendations for future actions,

some of which could be usefully supported by development aid agencies.

are made below.

a lnLormation systems

Better labor market information systems are reou:rec for

potential students, graduating students and institut:ons. Conventional
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manoower recuirements forecastina i,s nsufficien:. ano has tre accec

drawback that anv sense of responsibility 'or gradua.ing studen;s is

taken away from the educational institutions. Ideally. more tracer

studies and job evaluations should be undertaken. At the very leasc,

emphasis needs to be placed on documenting labor market experiences

during the first year of graduation. or after che period of nacional

service. The possibility of tying receipt of this inEormation co mne

budgets of institutions could be investigated. Modern sector laoor

markets are so small in many countries that very fast feedback is

required if over - and under-shooting of labor demand is to be avoided.

Attention also needs to be given to increasing consultation

oetveen oeucational :nstimumicnS, mse governmenc ?Cert--nc r-sp 5 

Lor recruitment, major private employers and professiona: or-anisacions.

While employers' employmenc forecascs can never be regarded as totally

accurate, they are potential sources of information which should not be

neglected.

b Incentives to scudents

As the major employer of most categories of higher education

graduates, the government has a large role to play in influencing both

the total number of graduates and their specialisacion. If, after

carefully conducted studies have been made, potential surpluses and/or

shortages of manpower are identified, it is possible to alter both the

overall incentives co enter higher education and to encer particular

faculties. Increasing and varying the costs incurred is one approach.

The ocher is to alter wage structures. In principle, more graduates can,

be absorbed and utilised in jobs not previously filled by them, the lower

the wage. The abilicy to reduce overalL differentials will vary by

country and in some countries may be politically impossible. More

feasible, however, is a restructuring of starcing salaries becween

occupations providing greater incentives for scudents to study in areas

judged to *be suffering from shortages.

c Incentives to insticutions

I:*,t .nn .- 2 , 11' !u sur:ls certain

higher education graduates in many countries and the predominance of -he

public services, any programs for further expansion of enrollments need

to be very closely linked to forecasts of additional government

expenditure and the pattern ot graduate absorption into the labor market.
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Apart .ro-, providing greater r.nfcrmacion on current anc Dro ec-ec

labor marker demand co higher education institutions, governments can

also artemoc to overcome insti.utional inertia bv 'inancial means.

Programs can be provided for retraining staff, special incencives offered

for recruiting new staff in prioricy areas and leverage appiied in

general to ensure the introduccion of new facilities and programs only in

those fields where a proven demand for graduates exists.

d Secondary school science

Many examples exist of unfilled places in high priority subjects

in higher education institutions. In particular, faculties of science

and engineering often find difficulty in filling places with stucents

naving even a minimum cualification .n machs and general scL e?nco.

some cases this may be due to a lack of. incencive provided by saiary

struccures coupled wich a knowledge that failure races are often

extremely high. Mainly, however, it is due to the very small proportions

of secondary school graduates who actually possess the basic

qlalifications. In Nigeria, for example, only 3.5 percent of secondary

examination entrants achieve results required for university science

courses (Federal Republic of Nigeria 1981b). This results from

inadequace science teaching in schools caused by a shortage of qualified

science teachers and a severe lack of equipment and materials. Until

governments and development agencies att,ack this problem with additional

incentives and resources, the presenc lack of graduates with a well

rounded science based training will remain.

Despite its generally low quality, the available information on

the current state of the graduate labor market all point to a growing

tightening in most fields. This is particularly the case of humanities

and social science graduates. For science based graduates the continuing

levels of vacancies and expatriate employment reflect the lack of

qualified entrancs and, perhaps, the quality of higher education teaching

more chan it does an inadtcuacy of places. In the immediate future. the

il<ncctvd sIow growth of _overnment expenditure and public serv4ce

umplovment suggest that a Lurther Lighcening can be expectea. There

would, then. appear to be little case for any across-che-board excansion

of the higher education seccor at the moment.



En hne rreant mne. increased eEEor-s are reCuLreo tDo bot- nonr:or

;nh :aimediaoe exoer'ences or graduates and to develoo indicators -.hni_Ch

'Vill provide signals oF imminent changes in the labor market racing them.

Added atcention needs also to be given co analysing the performance of

graduaces in employmenc. These efforcs will involve bcoh daca gachering

and effective consulcative procedures. Once a more detailed knowledee of

the workings of the labor market has been developed, policies relacing to

both wage structures and che privace costs of education can be develoced

to influence total demand, and its structure, for higher educazion.

Parallel to chese efforts, there is a need to further investigate the

internal workings of the higher education seccor focussing on increasing

the qualicy of ceaching and reducing both student wastage and uni: costs.

_nternai etficienc: s t:.e suabect or ;re next sec.ton. --ior

discussion, a brief consideration of the research role orf nigher

education is presented below.

Research

Universities and polytechnics in African countries have generally

been modelled on European and North American lines and are intended to

have both a teaching and a research function. As will be shown in

section III, student staff ratios are often very low implying that time

is amply available to conduct research. In many institutions, however,

the complementary factors of resources and experienced senior staff are

not available, which results in non teaching faculty time being used

inefficiently. This lack of sufficient. 'real world' experience by

faculty hinders the potential communication to students of how to analyse

and solve problems relaced to the disciplines taughc. Courses are often

overly theoretical and descripcive racher than oriented -to problem

solving.

Measuring the quantity and quality of research output of higher

education institutions is particularly problemacic. Little evaluation of

this has been undertaken in the developed countries, let alone i-n

Africa. The potential for organised research, however, has been

demonstrated by universities such as lbadan in Nigeria, Legon in Ghana.

Da es Salam in Tanzania and Nairobi in Kenva. Court (l480) brieflv

usscri.o,s the currcnc situaLion in 'hast AL. ica. A b-itio ran --

research on East African economies showed one out of a0 items contributed

Ln 1963 to have been prepared by African scholars. By 1975, the ratio
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scLences and in nauraLi sc:ence. A common reacu-e of ;hose un.vers:-:es

-ntnionod above nas been tne creatLon of soecialized research UUn tS.

which have gradually built uo necessary inErastructure. Court concluces

"Research from being an individual, academic and largeLy foreign activitv

has become a sizeable, organised, indigenous and highly valued feature of

university life." (p.6 73). How widely this conclusion aoolies across

African universities is imoossible to say.

If research is to remain a major function of higher educacion

institucions chen it is necessary that additional resources are provided

for equipment, research assistance, daca processing and so on. In :he

more expensive research areas of high technology cooperative orograms

wttn Lncus:rv ano oovernnmenc aooea- desirabie cud 'n e -o; i

agriculture and the humanities it is possible thac small increases ln

resources could have large payoffs both for purposes of improved teaching

and for tackling specific problems. What are required are incentives (or

penalties) designed to encourage research plus a framework for allocating

additional resources such as chrough grant giving research councils. The

extent of direct government involvement in directing research to its own

priorities is a matter which will have to be determined in an atmosphere

of cooperative negotiation between governments and institutions in each

country.

There are several ways in which external donors can help

facilitate increased and more effective research. These include:

- financing fellowships for study (training and research) abroad

and technical assistance for the short-term strengthening if

indigenous faculties;

- financing direct research costs (through government research

grants);

- financing che provision and strengthening of infrastructure for

good teaching, research and knowledge dissemination, such as

libraries, documentation centres, and computers;

- encouraging and financing cooperative arrangements for

collaboration in research and for the sharing of research resulcs:

- establishingi institucional relationships between developec ano

uV ' Iuo ! nu councrLCs on r i Lunh-trm basis:

- encouraging borrowers to increase their use of higher etucation

institutions tor consulting and research activities and

strengthening these institutions where necessary;
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Initiatives such as these are based on che ore-con dtion :na.

researc.h activity concinues co be an important inbuilt feature of

universities. So far, these inscitutions have largelI been abLe co

defend cheir research -rboe by arguing. chat it is necessary if well

qualified scaff are co be recruited. a truly African body of know'ec4e

develooed and studencs presenced with the very latest 'stace of the art.

These arguments and the desirability, in principle, of a research rc)e

have been widelv accepted. thhat remains at issue is the balance in

faculty cime devoced to teaching and to research and Che deJret o

or-ienacion of cnat rese3rcn t owarcs usSues reaarced -y r7. ee nt .-

relevant. As the following section demonstrates, staff student rati'os

are often very high and ceaching commitments low. In this section it has

been argued that, for the cime being at least, in most countries the

economic arguments for a substantial expansion of graduates are weak. A

major increase in ceaching commitment is therefore unlikely. If this

argument is accepted the time is due for a major reconsideration of the

ways in which faculty non-teaching time can be most efficiently used.

a 
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This section focuses on che levels and components of uni- cos.s

of higher educati.on in African councries, and on student wastage. Ho. cC

ckanges and organisational reforms required cc reduce boch costs ant

vas:age are then considered.

L'nic Costs of Higher Educacion

Comparisons of annual oer scudent coscs in hngher educa:ion carn

' ! S Cra1 ec 7 -:--ee . -r .

oE che absolute coscs converce- co Uniced S;aces dollars. soco..- i

a comparison wich the coscs of ocher levels of educacion and thirdlv

through the presentation of the coscs as multiples oE per capita income.

It is the recent emphasis on che latter measure, in particuiar, which

has led to the conception that higber education in Africa is a very hixn

cost. activity. All three types of cost measure are produced for 2L

African countries and for Asian, Latin American and developed countries

in table 11. In order to maincain as close a comparability as possible

becween countries, most of the cost figures used relate to university

alone rather than the more general 'third level'.

Concencrating first on column (1), the absolute unit cost per

higher education studenc is, on average, similar to that for a student

-n the developed countries. In some African countries, however, the

costs are well above particularly in Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Nigeria and

Botswana, while in others such as Somalia, Sudan and Ethiooia thev are

much lower. The similarity of the costs overall between African and

developed countries could be viewed as unsurprising given that the

inscitutions perform essentially the same Functions, are simi'arly

structured and, in part, recruit staff from a common market. However.

since the absolute costs of higher education institutions in Asia and

iacin -\murica are lover than in Africa such a determinisc v:ev s:Ko

not be taken too tar.

ur.ther if comoarisons acros, countries and rueions are mace, noc Lr.

abosolucc terms, buc in tirms of 'affordibilicv' and opportunity cost.
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Uni. Costs of Higher Education. Selec-ed Countries and Regions

Country/Region Unit Cost Unit Cost

in U.S.$ As Multiple of As MulciDie or

Primary Cost Per Capica CNP

(1) (2) (3)

3ocswana 6572 42 7.0

Burundi 2928 55 12.7

Ethiopia 1553 57 11.1

Kenya 4149 ,8 iO.6

so -otno fL/ 7

Malawi 3440 254 1.

Kauritius 3169 27 2.9

Rwanda 3079 11 14.0

Somalia 895 33 3.2

Sudan 1533 36 4.2

Swaziland 2473 36 3.2

Tanzania 8661 38 30.9

Uganda 2313 385 4.1

Zambia 3750 53 6,.5

Zimbabwe 11,081 81 12.7

Cameroon 1870 58 2.1

Liberia 4720 102 9.4

Niger 1670 28 5.4

Nigeria 6462 84 7.5

Senegal 1573 13 3.2

Sierra Leone 3332 107 8.5

Togo 2148 56. 6.3

Upper Volta 2780 45 13.2

ivory Coast 5400 39 5.7

Africca . '3 t .I 83 8.6

Asia 370 1.18
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-a.tn America i 5oc

Developed Countries 59 0.-9

Sources: World Bank, 198 4 a, Table I

World Bank, 198Lb. Iable L

.World Bank, l984c, p33

G. Psacharopoulos, 1980b, p2 3

The a a in columns 2 a..d 2 -ive :idia:ins 5. :nese. n . ' .s

compares uni: costs in primary and higher ecucation .n some cas&s

underestimates total primary school costs since the multiples are based

on government costs alone and in a number of countries local communities

and/or religious bodies also finance primary schools. On average,

however, government costs of one olace in higher education are

equivalent to 83 places in primary school (the median is 55). Column 3

focuses on higher education costs in relation to 'total resource

availabilitWyas measured by per capita GNP. In these terms, on average

a higher education place in Africa consumes a share of total resources

17 times greater than in developed countries, almost 10 times greater

than in Latin American countries and 7 times greater than in Asian

countries.

The absolute cost figures in column I are averages across

subjects. Although, on the whole, the distribution of students by

subject in African councries does noc vary greatly from other regions

(Psacharopoulos, 1980b) and is not therefore a cause in itself of the

relatively high average costs, variations in costs across subjects are

interesting to examine. These are *shown for six African countries in

table 12. While reservations must exist over the raw data used, it is

clear that the actual distribution of scudents across faculties _ill

nave a very large er:ect on average unit costs since science basec

subjects appear to be two to three times as expensive as arts based



Table 12

Higher EIucation) Unit Costs by Suibject (llumaiiii ics l(U)

Country lHmiliani ties Social Science Law Education Science AgriIuil l re Engi neer ing ledic i iit

LesOt l)o 100 66 72 148 133

Sudan 100 83 85 100 86 95 88 1 1(

Soma I i a 100 58 87 89 - 1 84 - 1 98

Tanzan3ia 10(0 l00 91 - 647 'IJ2 120

Kenya 100 10() - - 191 2B() - 2o8

Zanmbia i 100 100 76 - - 212 115 292

Ave rage 100 84 83 116 264 113 108 208

SouI t World Bank estimates for Lesotllo, Sudan , Soina Ii a and lanza n i..

P'sacharopoulos 1980b Iable 5.2. for Kenya and Zambia.



Determinantc.s Ot Unit Costs

Previous seccions 'nave illustrated thac the oeve Loomen: o Ie

higher educacion sector in Africa has been very recent. Ni.eria s

experience of one university in 1960 and over 20 today highiights thIs

point most dramaticallv. Not only are most institutions new, manv have

small numbers of enrollments - be tween one and two thousand in a

majoricy of countries. L: may be, cherefore, that the currenc ngh: unt:

coscs can be partly explained by the non-realisacion of economies ot

scale. Such an explanacion usually goes together with an expectation

that chese economies will occur in the future as exoansion proceeds.

.nether this ~s !i;.e. to Se so can Dc nar:LS1 te5-es ,,

first by comparing enrollment and unit cost relationships across

countries and second by examining the movement of unit costs over the

recent past within individual institucions.

To test whether there is any relationship across countries

becween the levels of enrollments and unit costs a simple linear

regression analysis was made for 18 African countries with actual uni.

costs (UC), the dependent variable and enrollments (E), the independenc

variable. The results are shown below:
2

UC= 3259 + 0.032E R = 0.06

(5.903) (1.012)

Numbers in parenthesis are t-ratios. There appears to be no stacistical

relationship between the actual unit cost and enrollments. This

corroboraces Psacharopoulos' (1980b) calculation for developing

countries as a whole, although in his case the addition of enrollment

squared and per capita income did produce statistically significant
2

results with an R of 0.21. Similarly, calculations using average cost

as a multiple of per capita income also led to statistically significant

results indicating decreasing 'costs' for higher.levels of enrollment.

Whatever the results of such cross councry regressions, there is

no inevitability that unit costs of individual institutions will or will

not decrease as enrollments expand. institutions cend :o have a d%namic

of their own. Recent exnoeriences wichin higher education ins.itutions

dvX L:rulur': prov<p r '2t r -, u L t0o 'n: ri ax E. uxocutuc to :JE ;.c. 

costs in the Eucure in the absence ot specific policy changes. ,.xamnles

are provided below.



Lesothc. Uni: cos:s a: conssan: or:ces Lncrease D'.-

Dercent becween !96Q andc1982 .nhile enrollments rose from 336 ro li-3.

In Kenya, the Universicy of Nairobi witnessed a decline in ''n.:

costs over the 19 70's leading :o reductions in :eacrhing materials anc

only 20 percencs of che oroposed research program being funded. c:

not equally pertain chat unit teaching costs [ell.

In Tanzania. the currenc budget for che Universtcv or

Da-es-Salaam increased by '18 percent and enrollments by 13- te-ce-.

between 1971 and 1979. Even allowing for inflation, unit coscs have

substantially increased.

In the Sudan becween 1973 and 1976. the higher education budgec

-rew .aster than che comoe neci ZrotCn or -n-ol ments a-.'_ :n '

living.

These experiences are not sufficient to indicate any definite

trends in the effects increased enrollments have had on unit costs.

Another, proxy, measure of trends in costs is derived from changes in

studenz:teaching staff ratios. Again, existing data is scarce but the

figures given for Nairobi, Da-es-Salaam and Makerere for the period 1963

to 1979 are not encouraging. (table '13)

Table 13

Student:Staff Ratios at the Universities of Nairobi. Da-es-Salaam and

Makerere, 1964-79

Universicy Studenc:Staff Ratios

1965. 1971 1979

Nairobi 6.3 6.9 5.6

Da-es-Salaam 7.3 6.8 6.2

Makerere 9.0 7.4 5.9

Source: Court tV80 poeY
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'.ith the daca available Eor individual African countries L is

no cpossible to definitivel' judge whecher in the past, economies or

scale have operated within higher education. On balance the evidence

suggests that they have not. That there are possibilities of reducing

unit costs without a serious deterioration in educational quality.

however, is very clear from examining current practices within a samole

of African universities. These are discussed below under che h-eadings

of student:staff ratios, salaries and expatriate emolovment.

non-academic expenditures and utilisation rates.

Studenc:sea:i ratios

For 51 universities in 30 countries, the median scudent staft

ratio in the late 1970's was 8:1 according to the Association for

African Universities (1983). (See Appendix table A3). In table li, both

average and subject specific ratios are presented for twelve countries

using a different set of sources and, in most cases., more up to date

information.

The average student:staff ratio for the twelve African countries

sampled is 7:1. This is well below the ratios in other parts of the

world including the developed countries. The problems obviously lie

most acutel.y in the science departments where the average ratio is 3:i -

half that in the United Kingdom - but there are also examples of

extremely low ratios in a wide range of other subjects. Even in a

university as long established as Da-es-Salaam, scudent:staff ratios in

the humanities and social science faculties are only 3. The potential

for either reducing staff or increasing enrollments at well below

current average costs obviously exists.

Salaries and expatriate employment

Studenc:staff ratios arc an important determinanc or uni. cos.s

because ot the high teaching salaries relative co per caoica incomes.

Airi,_in unvursic.ies did not uxopanrl _radLual1< as in a numDer otAs&an

and Latin American countries and their establishment required Large

numbers of expacriate leccurers. Recruitment, therefore, was on che

international market and salaries were set accordingly. In addition,

(or whatever reasons, public sector salaries as a whole were set at



Studen::Sta: Ra2aios by Country and Subiecc

Country Year Scudent Staff Ratios

Average Subject Subject

Lesotho 1982 8.6 Science 7.4 Education -.Z.

Social Science 11.9 Law 12.9

Humanicies I.'

3o sT*,ana I3 S. iuaities n.' Sc:ee -.

:ociai Sc,ence 10.0

Malawi 1981 8.3 Fine Art 1.0 Physics 3.9

Philosphy 2.5 Chemistry 4.7

English 10.0 Economics 10.0

Engineering 6.2 Agriculture 9.5

Tanzania 1982 4.0 Agriculture 2.0 Engineering o.0

Arts 3.0 Medicine 2.0

Social Science 3.0 Commerce 15.0

Kenya 1982 9.5 Agriculture 5.2

12.5 Medicine 3.4

Sudan 1976 9.6

Mauricius 1979 5.4

Rwanda 1980 7.0

Burund- 1982 7.1

Uganda 1978 5.9

Somalia 1983 5.7 Languages 5.3 'ledicine 4.1

Engineering 7.9 Agriculture 3.9

Ghana 1980 3.7

3.2

5.3

Average Africa 7.1

United Kingdom 12.0

r a nr : 9

fFranc 15 (
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Sources: W.iorld Bank, 1977 Table X and 12. Sudan

World 3ank, 1984a Table 19. Mauritius: Burundi, p' rrance.

United States

World Bank, 1984b pl2 Lesotho

World Bank, 1984c Table T.23 Malawi

Williams 1981 p.20 Ghana

Court 1980 p66 9 Uganda

World Bank UNESCO and USAID estimates Botswana, Kenya,

Tanzania, Rwanda, Somalia

Note: Where more than one figure exis.s for a councry, tney reia[e

to individual institutions.

levels above per capita incomes to a degree much greater than in other

developing regions. While we do not have comparative data on current

university teacher salaries, Eicher (1984) has demonstrated the

relatively high salaries of primary school teachers in Africa. These

average 6.7 times per capita income, compared to 2.4 times in both Asia

and Latin America. Similarly Tait and Heller (1983) show chat in

Francoohone and Anglophone Africa, civil servants' salaries average 9.6

times and 4.6 times per capita income respectively, while in Asia the

multiple is 2.9 and in Latin America 3.1. While there is no reason co

believe that university salaries in African countries are above those

earned at a simi.lar level in the rest of the economy, their size is an

important cause of high unit cost.

The continued widespread employment of exoacriaces is another

cause. Compared to che rest of the public sector and che private

sector, the proportions of expatriates in univers:tv teaching are

mmo lII hyn i'_nr, Luur C( I'8 0)Q) vrovidsr rcluvant ata .or tnr-

Easc African universitcies between L965 and 1979. (cable 13)
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Table 15

Non-East Africans as a Percentage of Academic Establishments, Nairobi,

Da-es-Salaam, Makerere 1965-79

1965 1971 1979

Nairobi 81 69 61

Da-es-Salaam 84 68 46

Makerere 83 73 84

Source: Court. 1980 o669

More recent data for Da-es-Salaam show that expatriates now form 37

percent of the teaching staff and if medicine is omitted, 23 percent.

Expatriate intensity also varies by subject in Kenya. The range is from

69 percent in science to 50 percent in arts and social sciences.

Universities in other countries have similarly high levels of

expatriate employment. In 1979, non-Africans filled an average of 33

percent of posts in 30 universities in 18 countries (Apoendix table A3).

Currenc examples are Somalia 26 percent, Nigeria 28 percent, Ethiopia iO

percent and Rwanda 48 percent. On the whole it appears that expatriates

still fill between a quarter and a half of all teaching positions in

African councries. As these proportions fall, so should unit costs.

Non-academic expenditures

Direct departmental teaching costs are often a surprisingly low

proportion of total costs. At the University of Lesotho, the proportion

is 34 percent and at the University of Khartoum, 42 percent. Teaching

and research costs at the University of Malawi are again around 'O

percent of total costs, most oE the rest being spent. on travel

allowances, transport. administration, maintenance and student liv n_

and allowances. One reason Lor high non-teaching costs LS tnl

employment oE large numbers or non-teaching staff. At the University of

Khartoum in 1976 the total number of employees was 5892 to serve 7600

students. A similar situation exists at the University of Da-es-Salaam

where there are two non-teaching staff to each facultv member. The

result is to produce a total student:staff ratio of only 1.4. In
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Nigeria's universii es in ?o3-8 th'.ere were ,222 sc Seen.- an'! >2.2

S tac', 

Large numbers or non-;eacning staff are not che onlv cause of

high non-teaching costs. Many African universities have taken on

functions which are absent in ocher tarts oE che world. Staff housing

is one example. In Kenya, for instance, the University of Nairobi owns

200 houses and rencs anocher 730. Staff housing is commonly heavilv

subsidised. Other facilities oEten orovided free or at low cost D':

universities include schools, medical cencres and staff clubs. ALI or

chese add significantly to unic cost oer student.

Another widely observed major cause of the high unit costs oz

nLg.^er ecucacton to rove- n:n,cs :n Ar, can co n -:r e- :-

provision oE student living facilities coupled with student aiLowances.

This issue will be examined in greater detail in the final section but

is introduced here. Acharva (1982) has shown that a sample of

Francophone governmencs in the late 1970's spent an average of 43

percent of the higher education budget on scholarshics and social

expenditures and Anglophone governments, 14 percent. These compared

with 4 percent for a sample of Asian countries. In 1978 fin Mali

scholarships in higher education were equal to 45 percent of che total

education budget, although by 1982 the percentage had fallen to 29.0.

Students at the University of Ougadougou in the Upper Volta in 1981

received stipends equal to 770 percent of GNP per capita. As a whole.

these were equal to 81 percent of the tocal primary school budget. In

Zaire, allowances are higher than the average primary school teacher's

salary.

Utilisation rates

The low scudent:faculty ratios described above are partly a

result of the attempted provision of a very wide variety of courses. Ac

the University of Lesotho, for example, 142 courses are offered in

students' final year with an average enrollment oc 15. In some cases,

even chough scudent:staff racios are low, scudenc contacc hours are also

'0..'. AL iK: ''iv'rk,t: : ii :hjsc -a,) t -c.n n c -

week (World Bank. L98Lc). This situation points co an under-ucilisation

of faculty. Other measures of utilisation concern the institutions'

physical facilities. The evidence is mixed. A case study has been
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preC)ared ,or the L'niversi'.s o; esotno wrhere unic costs -a-ve ,e2n

increasing as enrollmencs have -rown 'orla 3ank, I98Th). During er-m

time, che average classroom use iS percent and laboratory uSe '-

percent. However, because of small classes only C4 percenc of places

are on average occupied. Given these use faczors and calculating over a

whole year, only 31 percent of capacity is taken up. Obviously there

are severe conscraints to substancially increasing classsroom use in

term time buc once again .he potential exists for changes which would

result in a decrease in unit costs. At other higher education

institutions, however, there are reports of overuse of existinp

facilities. Pressures on facilities such as libraries are repor:ed Eor

nenva -;her-e enrol.menrcs sat Ke natta ,n'vers si are a!-e_-. - -

higher than planned. Student contact hours chere are sign :t can..

greater than those reported for Malawi - social science 2< hours.

agriculture 27 hours, engineering 31 hours, science 26 hours.

Similarly, the University of Dakar in Senegal was originally planned for

3500 and now holds 8000 students.

A warning

This subsection has shown that from almost any standpoint unit

costs of higher education are high in African countries and the reasons

for these have been described. There are also; however, reports or

overcrowding, curtailment of research funding. cutbacks in staf'

development programs and reductions in books and teaching materials.

Recent descripcions of the sicuations in two of West Africa's

universities provide examples. An article in West Africa (18 July 1983)

describes the students at the University of Kumasi in the following way

..they are actending a university which is grossly short of staff,

books, paper and food." In a description of the University of Ibadan

(West Africa, 12 September 1983) it is argued, "Everything in the

University today points to an agonising decline. Students swarm from

their hostels where there are six in a room designed for two. .nto a

dingy lecture room where a teacher shouts his notes across a hail OL

r-2 -i o n V: -s . se ras I.2nr

tucorials ...... 4i:hout doubc che most affected of all the faculties is

the FacuLty of Science. For several months now we have been expectec to

run a physics laboratory without electricity, perform biology and
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zoology expe- -en.s wi.hout -;a e- ann ze- accurat - ac:^--s .rom

mic-oscooes blinded bv use and age. Chemicals are un i gna bn a short.

The L-esu : of all cnis is a cnemistrv labora[cry thac cannot Drod`uce

discilled water and hundreds of 'science traduates' lacking che benefits

of practical demonscracions."

The recenc Commission on Salary and Conditions of Service of

University Staff, in Nigeria (1901a) reports in a similar vein. "The

Commission was horrified to witness che disgraceful spec:acie of

scudencs in the corridors and outside lecture theacres struggling to

comprehend che proceedings inside.'' Similarly, the Vice Chancellor of

Fourah Bay in Sierra Leone is reoorted as describing a situation in

wnhic university buccet estma;-s 'nred to the bone ' of li.T-S :9

leones were cuc to '9.3 million, then , 5 million 'IVes: Acrica. ~ouanrz

1982).

These descriptions are important antidotes to the impression

that since unit costs are high, any form of reduced funding will have no

effect on the quality of education. African universities have evolved

in the context of a set of ideas which have given them welfare

responsibilities in addition to educational responsibilities and it is

extremely important that in any discussions of the causes of high costs,

these are separated.

Scudenc Wastage

Internal efficiency measures for higher education are not

confined to analysing resources per studenc. It is also important to

assess the excent to which scudents graduate Erom their courses, and che

degree of repetition of course years. For the higher education sector

in Africa two different types of comparison can be made to set the

concext. In the United Kingdom 94 percent of all first year students

graduate after three years. On the other hand dropout and repeater

rates at primary and secondary schools in Africa are very high. 'n 15

Eastern African councries, the average completion rate for tce primary

cycle is 65 oercent and for 10 Western African councries .t is -

pe!Cent

turning to examples of higher educacion student wasce a n

Lndiv dual countries, dropout rates in Kenya are reporced co have been

relatively high up to 1975 but co have fallen since (World Bank, 1980).
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and agricul-ure .1iO ercen: . cut are cur-en:11; ac arOu?n c-_ nefce:n

chese subjects. Repetition races have also fallen. in 1970 !8 ercon:

of final year engineering scudents were cepeacers while in 1980 the

figure was down to 10 percent. In social sciences and sciences.

repeaters make up between I and 3 percent and 1 and - percenc of :ocal

enrollments a year respeccively.

The situation appears co be considerably -worse in a number Oi

other countries as table 16 indicates.

University Wastage Rates by Year and Subject, Selected Countries

Country Subject First Year Overall

Engineering Law Humanities Agriculture

Zambia 40 25 19 17 30

Sudan 48 19 44 45

Burundi 50

Echiopia 35 49

Zaire 62 68

Zimbabwe 29

Source: World Bank and UNESCO estimates.

Alchough wastag,e rates in only 7 countries have been cresentec

'he oicrIre is very hcak. 'j theso countries. onlv in Kenx.a ore rate-

iecJrcn: lv under cont:(l and in thei resc asa ppe jpears to re b. tween

one third anc two :hirds. Thi high unit costs per student tnen

translate into enormous unit coscs per graduatc.
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h~ere ar-e zour possi causes o, h._h was:a-e rates - inanc a

oressure. inaceouate orior oreoa on -n sec3ndar: scnocls. i-

teaching quality in higher education and inacoropr:ace scancarcs ,or

promocion and graduation. The low level of direct costs to studencs in

higher educacion and the large returns upon graduation suggest chac in

all buc che most extreme case. financial hardship is not a major cause

of dropout. Ihe main causes lie wichin the educacion system. Secondarv

schooLs in many African councries are ct:en inadeouacetv s.a.-,ed wi:h

unqualified teachers and suffer from a lack of ceaching materials.

Combined with poor primary schooling and non-supporcive home

backgrounds. the educational outcomes are ofcen inadeoua:e as d base :or

;-:gher _uca:ion. - , s :ce' av -.ne -a,e - .= 

llowever, because of the policy of many governments of enrolling

increasing proportions of studencs in science faculties, encrance

requirements are often low. Once in higher education, the educational

deficiency may not be corrected. Despite the excellent staff

development programs of some institucions, the rapid exoansion of

universities may in some cases have led to the appointment of poorly

qualified and inexperienced faculty. In addition, teaching methods may

be ineffective and performance evaluation not conducted in time for

remediation. Finally, institutions may be continuing to use promocion

and graduation standards adopted from Europ-ean countries which are

unnecessarily restrictive. Some of chese causes of high-waszage rates

will take many years to cure. Others, however, can to some extent De

remedied.

Policies to Increase Internal Efficiencv

Unit costs of higher education in African countries are

typically very high and need to be reduced if enrollments are to

increase. The already high wastage rates, however, imply that in

reoucing costs great care needs to be taken to ensure that the quality

of teaching does not Eall. While this does not mean that the level and

comoosicton aL direct ceacnhng resources needs to be left oc:aii.

unchanuedc ic (Joes imnI rthat greater empnasis should be given ;o

rQouc inc cnhe nori-cvac Ln - vx Lt;dicu res borne oy overnments.
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racu'.v:S.uden r.at-os are extreme!' h oh :.. hanydear:-e.s ^

many universicies. Partly these resuLi -rom a hinn degree of

specialisation relative to the number or ;;uden:s in each major area.

Minimum sizes for classes and deoartments need co be sec and targeced

faculty:scudent ratios consciously moved towards by non-renewal of

contracts, a reconsideration of tenure arrangements, encouragement of

secondment and the re-direction of faculty to sponsored research.

together with a careful expansion of enrollments in high prlorctv

subjects. This may involve combining small departments and requiring

faculty to teach in other than specialist areas. In the larger

countries, institutions could be encouraged to soecialise more on a

narrower range oE subjects :hile small countries couid share _.

In the pasc, regional universities such as che University of East Atrica

comprising campus' in Nairobi, Da-es-Salaam and Makerere, and the

University of Bocswana Lesocho and Swaziland have not been able to

sustain themselves. Today's financial constraincs, however, may provide

a new stimulus. Anocher alternative is to concinue sending students

abroad for study. Both these options require detailed research.

The possibilities of reducing repetition rates by altering

university regulations have been demonstrated in Kenya. Existing

regulations governing promotion and graduation need to be reviewed in

many countries to assess whether they could be eased without too great

an effect on the eventual capabilities of graduates. ConverseLy, 50

percent dropout races at the end of Eirst year courses indicate chac in

some councries admission criteria need to be re-examined. The

requirement to expand higher education science courses while secondary

school science achievement remains low points to a need co re-appraise

the nature and objectives of first year programs.

The utilisation rates of physical facilities vary widely. In

some institutions classrooms and libraries are grossly overcrowded while

in others space, particularly in laboratories, is under-used. In some

cases, higher enrollments could be easily accommodated in existing

facilities. In all cases, better scheduling and a concentrated ef.'ort

made by individual Eaculties and departments to share facilities could

,,rovu ut L c,r. '!oru radical would be the use ot neu ,-- '2-.:

technoLogies such as those initiated by the United Kingdom's Open

University or the Ramkhambaeng University in Thailand whose enrollments

now reach 115,000. Even those universities where term time utilisation
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races ar-e-. sr.u ce?. excess:ve. cenerai: - cera:e a: ::-.es .ee:

cor only Darcs of :he year. ThirCy-week e eachina years sa.ke ::

sense in countries itih such iov levels o7resources. :;h ie .i.r:a-i

universities had to compece in a zight international academic labor

market in the 1960's and offer conditions similar to those in develooed

countries, this market has substantially tightened. Even in cases where

longer teaching years tor faculty could noc be implemented. ctnere is

room for experimenting wich four cerm university years w:cin each :acult;

member taking only chree.

Most of the policies suggested above to reduce unit cos:s

involve an exoansion of enrollments and would not lead co decreases .n

:he overall I-v'.ei o- co':ernmenr resou.ces US- . - _-,er ecu

do that %would require tne whole issue oc universicyr and governmen,

expenditure in areas not directly related to ceaching and research to be

opened up to discussion. Student finance will be considered at length

in the following section. There are other areas, however. Subsidised

staff housing is an example. Automatic study leave with travel

entitlements is another. Full salary while undergoing further study

abroad is yet another, and the provision of university funded schools

for faculty children again requires a fresh look. In addition, the

apparently inflated numbers of non-teaching staff documented earlier for

several universities suggest that savings could be made in this area.

A second way in which inefficiencies can be reduced is trrough

measures designed to strengthen the management of the total syscem of

higher education. Political and bureaucratic factors are, again, likely

to constrain the scope for reform and most improvements will occur in

small steps rather than through wholesale changes.

The multi-objectives which higher education institutions aim,

and are expected, to fulfill and the autonomy which many have preserved

lead to managerial complexity. In the context of external demands to

take on an increased developmental and outreach role in addition to the

requirement to give high quality teaching, institutions need to more

ciearly define their objectives and roles. The wvide range ot serv:ces

which manv remain responsible ior bevond che provision of educacion anc

.{ .h FiJ It I m ' - ' ' K(' ; . :. dI' m R 1.?nt' J, I y,Ven mo-e ;.-n nu:

in many developed councries and places a strain on senior administracors

who are often nor supported by sufficiently experienced staff. Again

adopting practices of institutions in developed councries,



adcmnls:ra ions are ot-en sta: e; on c he bas.s of acace.en

rather han. managerial si' s aaC cpove.. exor:ence. ;hr 1e -anv

universii-es have under-aKern suvstantial crograms of sta: . eve' o...e-7.

for faculty, often with foreign donor support. few have developed such

programs for administrative staff.

The potential which exists for cost reductions and increaseo

student flows requires thac reliable information systems exist and that

cost concrol and budgeting systems are in operation. Case s.udies of

:he management of universities (Kenya, Tanzania, >Ialawi, Lesotcc; a.i

point to a lack of these. For the Universicy of Nairobi if is argued

that the accounting and information support systems for planning anc

budaecing are absent and that a priority should be the craci-o or

ercriencv in4icacors to aft acmsson ces. :h n

faculty budgets, staff requirements and so on (World Bank, 1980). in a

recent (1982) report prepared by the University of Da-es-Salaam for

President Nyerere, serious weaknesses in financial control are adrritted.

Similarly, at the National University of Lesotho, it is argued that the

planning and budgeting process is not carried out systematicalLy and

that measures of staffostudent ratios, graduate output, research, etc.,

are not being used to justify deparcmental budgets (World Bank, 1984d).

These universities are among the more established ones in Africa and it

is unlikely that the situation is very different elsewhere.

The decisionmaking autonomy which universities, in particular.

enjoy is based on the principle that they are able co manage their

activities efficiently without significant government involvement. At a

time of increased financial constrainc, more attention is likely to be

focussed by governments on this principle. I: is in the interes.s of

higher education institutions, therefore, to begin to implement

systematic evaluacions of teaching programs covering aspects such as

objectives, staffing, enrollments, wastage, placement, manpower needs,

relationships to other programs and institutions and student and faculty

achievement.

To conc I ule chis section. it .vi I be useful to present -he

resuls ot cxerx s s whncn n-ive tc2em -ec Co calculate h t t inanc:a ai c

enrollmenc ei ects of introducing the types of cost cutting measures

described earlier.
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St -e 'vs - -. 2. over,ea- a ss :o:a'

'1'.2 m1' ;on. An es mat=- sav:n- ;: iO, ui -- ae a>. :-

fol lowing measures:

- e~iinnation or ieaseci nousing

- full coscing of che primary school

- privatisarion of the refeccory, garage, maintenance and scores

- reduction in scudenc residence scaff and an increase in fees

- full coscing of printshop and books (World Bank L98'd,.

In addition, it is calculated that the building up of szaff:s:udent

ratios to 1:10 in science and 1:12 elsewhere could suoport a stucdent

population of l57- as against the present 11_5 resulting in a recuction

o 0 zercen: Ln over-aeI un:t ccos-.

Taking the 1980/1 budget of the University or :!alav9i. an

estimated 20 percenc reduc:ion in tocal costs would have resulted from:

- a decrease in the staff:student ratio to 1:10 in most

departments and 1:12 in a selected few

- reduced salaries for faculty training abroad

- reduced travel and transport costs

restriction of allowances to 25 percent of students (World Bank

1984c).

An alternati've way of viewing the effects of decreased staff:student

ratios is to argue that at 1:10 and 1:12 ratios, 2260 and 2712 students

could have been accommodaced respectively compared to the actual 1912 in

1982.

These rough * calculations imply that significant public

expenditure savings of around 20 percent could be made by changes which

would still result in staff:student ratios being higher than in many

European universities, continued substantial subsidisation of students

and non-wage staff benefits beyond those of most of the rest of the

working population. It is evident that the. scope for cost reduction

exists.

This section has mainly emphasised the high unit costs of higher

education and the measures which could be imolemented to reduce toese.

In the tinal subsection some consideration is given to instances n

-';; I :: in i- or yr : , b' Cqu -u C, L. -I ' .

returns. These relace co an improvement in che qualitv of educacion.
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improved Kua1i:y

Levels of dropoucs and repeaters in nioner eo!ucatlon :-ave ooe-.

shown to be very high in many countries. This leads to a waste of large

amounts of resources. The reason for this wastage lies mainiV .n a

mixture of inadequate secondary schooL teaching and low aualitv rizner

education. Especiallv for science based courses, those countries x hnlc

have not already introduced remedial programs in maths and basic sc.ence

need co consider chis opcion at leasc as a zemporary measure unc ;

secondary schooling improves.

High qualicy teaching recuires high qualicy staff. L ta :

Levooomenr oror-ams are z:-en one o- :.st act:vi s;

wnen financial conscrainof are imosec. tne institutrons -ne-s L. 

do not protect this area, budget allocations could be more cichtlv

earmarked. Additional resources may also be required for the further

development of curricula and teaching materials. Recent research

results showing the strong positive effects of textbook provision on

levels of primary school learning are equally applicable at higher

levels of education. Curricula development is a relatively low cost

activity with large returns. Together with small increases in

resources, motivaced faculty are required. This can be encouraged by

the adoption of promotion criteria which take such activicies into

account.
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DIVERSIFYING THE SOURCES OF FINANCE

Introduction

In section l it was argued that the higher education sec-or

African countries typically consumes a large share of public exoent-e

despite enrollment ratios which are low relative to all other regions of

che world. It was also argued that because oc increased comoetic'on

from other sectors in .hich governmencs are involved and also f^rom Otner

jevels oI: euC;O ion _h 's-r-i:rbucion o: sat ncre-se ovra' -

expenditure is likely co be keenly fought over. in any event, till-

increase will be small in most countries in the foreseeable Future.

(Some countries of Southern Africa may be an exception). Forecasts made

by the World Bank of economic growth in African countries over the nexc

few years are low (per capita income growth, on average,,being negative)

and it is unlikely that public expenditure will significantly increase

as a proportion of gross national income. As a result, a quite severe

financial constraint on the level of public resources can be anticipatea

and one from which higher education is unlikely to be exempt.

At the same time as financial constraints are increasing, social

and economic pressures to expand enrollmencs can also be expected to

persist. From the side of social demand, the rapid growth of secondary

schooling which has led to an increase in the enrollment ratio from 3

percent in 1960 to 15 percent today results in an increase in the number

of young adults boch willing and qualified to further their education.

Pressure to expand higher education not only comes through social

demand. High levels of expatriate employment, large numbers of unfilled

vacancies in administrations and the professions and a very low degree

of graduace intensity in the labor force as a whole compared to other

developing regions demonstrate the concinued sparcity of highiy educacec

labor in Africa. This sparcitv is widely perceived as a const-a;nt on

social and economic development. 1thile public finance conscraints on

tnt aihsorpL iorf oL urlutcs l to Lhe poLI L 2 ,c uor are .i,;Le. :. 00

widespread social, political and economic Eorces can be expected to

result in pressures on governments to continue co expand higher

education enrollments.
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ne&ced from ov r n:ns. e a. erna_ at L s -na- err-e:s .

conc.nue -o _-ow otcen Lol ovino a pactern . nhcn nove:n2en- - ns -cer

undesirable) and with a restriction on the overall Level or funding this

will lead to an across-che-board reduction in the quality of educacion

provided. Such an outcome would be boch inappropriace and unnecessarv.

in section III it was argued that while chere are activities in hi^her

educacion which recuire increases in funding if outcomes are to imorove

chere are also areas in which economies could be made without - ,n

resulting in a significant reduccion in the quality of teaching.

Another possible option - not an alternacive - is to increase che level

of non-overnmenc fundine of hniher educacion. This option .s

consicerec in this section. Pr or to thac. .o erer, nore detiis -

social pressures for higher education expansion which are being built up

are provided.

The educational sector is an interlocking system. Expansion of

one level then increases enrollment demand for the next. Over the

period 1970 to 1980 enrollments in secondary education in Africa-

increased by an average of 13.4 percent a year. Together with the

existing salary dif erentials betrween higher and secondary educated

labor, documented in section II,. this expansion leads to very strong

pressure to increase higher education enrollments.

At present, the proportions of secondary school graduates who

continue their scudies are relatively low in most African countries.

Using UNESCO (1983) data, higher education enrollments as a percentage

of secondary enrollments average 5 percent in Western Africa and 7

percent in Eastern Africa compared to 15 percent in Arab countries, 16

percent in Asia and 27 percent in Latin America. Since the period of

study in secondary and higher education and also between countries is

dissimilar, chese percentages do not provide a clearcut comparison of

opportunity' but they are indicative of both the small size of the

higher education seccor in Africa and che pressures to expand.

A more decaiLed indication of social demand can be seen from

data for Kenva. Nigeria and Somalia. In Kenya, secondary school

nro! menrs have escalated r: oidIv due to the expansion of Liarambee

privace' schools. In 18L, at tne encd c Form Four ii.c oecrent ok

students entered some Eorm of institutional vocational training and 12.3

percent progressed to Forms V and VI. FoLlowing Form VI, only 21
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oercen c -o so: n e - u -eqC.ui-ed -ui a :a:..:rns Lor >r,. 's -

found pLacos. :his percencaae n avno falien from a Le; of cercen -

197S3,9. Another cO percent r so found piaces a eacher :ra n n_

Lnst tutess the Dolvcechnics and the institutes of ecn noioL. o ier ranr

and Griffin, 1984). It is unlikeliy thac many of che remain.ng 40

percent did not enter higher education from choice. It should be notcd

that Kenya has experienced one of the highest rates of economic grotwth

in Africa and therefore has been in a better placed position to expanu

higher education than most countries.

For Nigeria, two sets of data on 'unsatisfied' demand exisL.

Ojo (1978) has documented che proportions of qualified applicants wno

were offered places at three universities in the eari \9,C's. since

Stucencs _an aoiyv to severaL institutions ano s:..Is I -- nu-3 -r

universities has increased fourfold since then) the dara neec care .n

analysing but chey are useful as a rough indication of the situation at

that time. (table 17)

Table 17

Percentage of Qualified Applicants Receiving University Offers, Nigeria

1970-74

Year University

Ife Ibadan Lagos Average

1970 46 32 22 33

1972 17 46 21 28

1974 19 17 36 24

Source: Ojo (1978)

More recent data are provided bv Adesina ( 1Q82) broken gown DV

u u cv. il, aru prc ŽrlrL i-n tible io.
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Percentaae of '.'niversicv Acolicants Receiving Offers. 4iaeria :9S cv

Subject

Subjecc Percentage Offers

Agriculture 17.4

Arts 20.6

Business Admin. 8.1

_duca ion .

Law , ^

Medicine 13.1

Science 40.5

Social Science 12.9

Al1 15.5

Source: Adesina (1982)

No description of the precise nacure of these figures or oE the

way in which chey were derived is provided but the acceptance rate Eor

science subjects is double that of any other subject, substanciating the

argument in section III that the sciences are being forced to take many

poorly qualified students wich a resultant high dropout rate.

Finally, there is similar documentation for Somalia. In 1983.

there were university places for 910 out of 3890 secondary school

graduates, or 23.7 percent. This compares to 33.6 percent in 1981. If

intake levels remain constant, the percentages of those qualified who

will actually gain places-will be 17.1 percent in 1984. For the period

1985-91, che 'index of opportunicy' will average around 13 percent.

Both the very general ratios of enrollments in hiczher co

secondary education and the three more detailed examples of Kenya.

. r . no Somoi ' ojn . .~ ' . jLmat.C ; :-uonc'r _ -

Atrica. An imoortant set oL Factors influencing this demand is the

private bene7fits and costs facing potential scudencs. Although

apparencly declining, earnings differentials remain subscantial in many

countries. Later in this seccion ic is shown thac private costs, apart

from earnings foregone. are negligible or even negative.



Non-Governmen- oSurces ot Finance

The :undamental se: of factors in higher educac:on :acn-- -os:

African governments Ls that while :here are boch soclai and ecooromc

pressures to expand enrollments. budgetary revenues are not increasing.

It is a logical step, therefore, co ask whether non-tovernment sources

oE revenue can be Capped. These could involve the establishment of

private universities in which student fees cover che Costs.

concriburions to the funding of aspects of- oublic univers:tLes rrm

privace industry, and che -harging of tuition fees and/or fees for food

and accommodation to students in public universities. These are

considered in turn below.

Private institutions

Privately owned and managed institution-s of higher education are

:ew in Africa, those that exist mainly being run by the churches. There

are two main reasons for chis lack. The first is the ethos inherited

E.rom the colonial powers that social services are the responsibility of

government and as church-operated primary and secondary schools have

been gradually taken over in many countries, for instance in Nigeria,

this view has if. anything grown stronger. The second reason is

financial. As was shown in section III, higher education in Africa is

expensive to provide. Private institutions would need to charge

substantial Eees to cover the costs. While the public seccor'

institutions continue tco provide free education there is little chance

that fee charging institutions could emerge. Certainly in the context

of African incomes, these could only develop alongside arrangements

which provided students with access to loans.

Private sector contributions

In principle, the private sector could contribute to the costs

of higher education in a number of ways, beyond its existing

contribution via taxation. . The efforts could be piecemeal or

,eneralised. In the tirst category, large firms could be encoura-ec or

required to heLp fund those faculties from which they recruit graduates.

njri Tlar .. ;h :rmi! 9 I :R :i a1N5 re very snŽ: cf suc- - ::

rng ineering or rubber L chnologv. instaneos ot this nractice are very

tew. Alternatively, firms might oL er high level training chermrselves.
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An tiscance of chis s chne mu.t:-aclonal mi n: com anries .n 2!:a..

More gzeneralised schemes couid include the provision of bursaries or

scholarships co at leasc parzially replace government subsidies.

Alternatively, finance. might be generated through some .orm of

graduate-hiring tax. The feasibility and employment effects of this

would depend on the rightness of the labor market and the ability of

employers co alter earnings structures.

one of the areas which is likelv to become (even more'

underfunded in a period of constraint or cutting of university finance

is research. A recent commission investigating academic salaries and

conditions of emplovment in Nigeria has suggesced che imoosicion of an

erma-rked levy cn the or vace seccor ,or un lvers rv- rescar_ 7

F,eQublic of Nigeria, 1981a). For che presenc, the Governmen: nas

rejected the proposal.

Schemes along these lines are unlikely to provide significant

resources. In only a few African countries is the private sector a

major employef of higher education graduates. While efforcs should be

increased to analyse the feasibility and consequences of increasing the

private sector's contribution, the main options for alleviating the

financial constraint in higher education are unit cost reduccions and a

greater concribution from the students.

Student contributions

With the advent of che currenc world recession, the severe

restraint on government finance felt throughout the third world and the

current vogue among Western governments and international development

agencies to lay greater stress on the play of markets, there has been a

recent upsurge in interest in the possibility of implementing schemes of

'cost recovery' and 'user cost charges' in the social services. Not

surprisingly, one of the areas which has attracted attention in this way

is higher education. In general, proposals have come in two forms.

First, the straightforward charging of fees for tuition and for

accommodation and food. This proposal is often coupled vith a

scholarship scheme for the poorest students. The second proposal is for

,v~r~n W m ol ct'fi(nt 'm, n v:ii hn vouliJ {over !i.in 2 cx0 n32s :n

least some proportion oL direct teaching costs and would be available

for all students.
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Betore :--.r o mn u .er :s -or a-n aa1 is uc:

recovery sc--,es anS a n e- 7easib ii. :-e ex s.:n- ' -.anc:a:

arrangements for students in higher education in :-enc' :our A.ircan

countries are summarised below in table 19. Fuller descripzions of

these arrangements are presenced in Apoendix 2.

Table 19

Summary of Higher Education Scuden; Finance

Free Free Board Soending Loan

Tli ion -na oc_i .. one rcn r,e

Bocswana / / /

Burundi / / /

Cameroon / (l)

C.A.R. R I I

Congo /

Ethiopia / N.A. N.A.()

Ghana I (/) (/)

Ivory Coast / I /

Kenya / N >.A.

Lesotho /(3)

Malawi / (/) (/)

Mali / / N.A.

Niger / I /

Nigeria / (/) (/)

Senegal / I /

Sierra Leone / / N.A.

Somalia / / N.A.

Sudan / j

Swaziland

Tanzania I

Uganda i /

Upper Volta /

Zambia 1 / /



';otes: i. :4 perc en: c, s uce-.s rece;e :r-_e boart.- anc

2. : .A. invormation not availab le

3. Lesotho Loan scheme verv ineffeccive

Marks in parenthesis indicate that a change in policy is to

be imolemented.

From this survey a number of poincs stand out. First. aposa.

from not altogether successful attemots in Lesotho and Sw^:aziland, no

government has a general policy of charging even partial cui.ion .ees

which are not then covered by some forrm of grant. Second. most

governments cover board and lodging expenses Lor most students. Third.

-a naior .t oi aovernments orov de a'lo-rances .or additiona .

txpensos. Fourth, those covernmnencs vh.ch have _;c-mpcec; -t-r. 

loan schemes have either abandoned them or have come to terms with the

fact that repayments are very low. Fifth, a number of countries require

either bonding to government employment or some period of national

service on reduced income. In summary, virtual ly no African government

charges tuition fees not covered by grants or requires most students co

provide their own non-subsidised accommodacion. In addition, probably a

ma,joricy of governments also provide pocket money. Recent policies

introduced in Ghana, Nigeria and Malawi, to charge for accommodation,

however, suggest that attitudes may be changing.

The arguments in favour of increasing student contribucions are

based on a series of efficiency and equity considerations. Ihese have

been amply developed by, among others, Rogers (1972), 4oodhal1 (L983),

Mingat and Tan (1984) and Mingat and Psacharopoulos (1984) and are,

therefore, only brieEly presented below.

Demand for higher education would be high in LDCs even in the

absence of subsidisation as a result of very high income benefits.

These benefits constitute an economic rerit for those few individuals who

are able to gain access to a limited number of places. The existence or

-overnment subsidies increases the private rates of return even tur:her.

Pasicallv, ic is ar-ued that demand does not need to be sti,ulated b

u bi i;a on lnG C tr . n mn (ountrics a Su i cerc nu er o:

,raduayes could beco:rne avaiLable in its absence.
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wouLo increase the incentives co stc,.ents _o make a more carefu'

consiceration oi .heir educacional Dcrions. sSenncail. 7-

that the labor market transmits signals of shortages and surpises

tnrough wages and levels and periods of unemployment which students

would be more likely to give consideration to if their own ievel a.

investment in educacion was hi,her.

Increasing the economic conc.ibucion from students-wouLd ImL-cve

their level of commitment to studv, so reducing both repetition ano

dropout rates.

he r-euc;ion ; n cieman _r-. ' nea u;at on > . ;::

increase in the private contribution could result in a greacer

proportion of resources being used in primary and secondary education

where, it is argued, social rates of return are greater.

X The main argument based on eauity considerations is thac higher

education leads to substantially higher -earnings and therefore ought to

be financed by those who gain. Even before their higher education

courses, these students have enjoyed large amounts of public subsidy.

Analyses of who pays and who benefits from higher education which have

been made in developing countries (for inscance, MaLaysia and Colombia)

have shown that the present system of public subsidisation is highly

regressive.

Given the very large differentials in earnings between higher

education graduates and other workers, the high cost of this level of

education and the obvious excess demand for it in most countries, it is

difficult on the basis of economic theory to find strong arguments

against the substitution of grants by loans. On the other hand, several

of the 'efficiency' arguments puc forward for loans are weak. Since

large earnings premiums exist for all branches of higher education,

is not clear that with an increased private cost students would aicer

thoir subh,:cc cholice Ictin- moro' as 'invesrors' than 'consumers'. Given

ni r sULconduarv school qua.iLications, sCucunts appear to a:reau. occ

tirst for subjects with the most lucrative career prospects. Again.

there is no necessarilv logical connection, and no evidence from African

countries, thac repecition and dropout rates would be altered by



increasec *rfvace ::nancLng. cr :ns,ance. :.ese r-aes are ex:reme '

lowv in che n'enied Kingdom where student subsicies are among :ne h-ihesc

in the world. The argument thac fees and charges woul lcower student

demand, thereby releasing resources for educational levels with higher

races of return is also based on a very weak faccual base. Many reasons

exist to suspect that social returns calculated for African countries

have been systemacically biased upwards for primary schooling and

downwards for higher educacion. The argument also presumes a budgecar;

system in which the total education budget is first decided and then

divided between levels. Probably more common is the practice of

building che cocal education budget upward from ics conscituent carts.

There is no reason wny savings frnm hi,her education would be '-^

cowards primary schooling under such a system of budgecing.

The arguments in favour of greater student contributions which

are based on considerations of equicy appear much stronger. Earnings

premiums are very substancial and public subsidisation is almost

certainly highly regressive. However, under a scheme to simply increase

charges or lower/abolish grants, it is likely that access to higher

education places would become more restricted according to parental

income unless a means-tested scholarship program accompanied the scheme.

With a comprehensive system of loans, however, the access argument

against cost recovery disappears. If all studencs are offered loans

which are paid back during working life there is no reason why this

would have any signiEicant effect on che ability of students from poor

backgrounds to continue their studies. Loan schemes, however, which

covered both tuition and accommodation would, in their initial period,

use greater government resources than a policy which provided free

tuition but required students to meet all their own living expenses.

Turning now to the feasibility of schemes to raise the student

contribution to the costs of higher education, Woodhall (1983) points

out in her comprehensive treatment of the whole student loans issue that

an argument which has often been made against loans is that the amount

which can be expected to be recouped is relacively small and, any

case, in no wa' provides a short term solution to financial conscraints.

- anl- .'-7: ro iu_nr tiat . 11 scSS thesc2 argouments -vio z-S lSIcn

exercises have recencly beeln made within the World Bank for A.rican

countries .ocussing on che size of studenc subsidies and their

opportunity cost and the potential level of cost recovery. The first of
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:nese concentratet 0n :e trace-0o _e -ee-n S icies etr

educacton s:ucents and poaces in Primary sc noois 9i n a. an c an. -

and cne secon6 on tne degree or cost recover'' feasible i :ro :

councryvgroups under various assumptions of the oroporcion of incomes

recouped. (Mingat, Tan, Hoque 1984.)

Using daca from eight Francophone and two Anglophone Afr:can

councries, the first set of simulations showed !har a 30 percent cut :n

soudenn living allowances (in kind or cash) could result in ra.ir.s

sufficient co fund a l0 percenc increase in primary places. The seconc

simulation was based essencially on data from Malawi but rhen

,eneralised chrough daca from che same sec of countries described above.

The aim of the study was cc encu:re '.;'nac orooorcion or mc cl unIi c-, 

in higher education could be recLaimed at inrreren: r2 avmencr -aes.

The results of such an exercise depend essencially on the racio

of costs to earnings. Initial assumptions were thar a rate of interest

of 5 percent was charged and repayment was over ten years. For Malawi.

an annual repayment equal to 10 percent of income would result in a rate

of cost recovery of 16 percent. Repayments of 15, 20 and 25 percenc of

income would result in the recovery of 24, 32 and 39 percent of costs

respectively. The authors conclude that it would be quite difficult to

achieve a substantial rate of cosc recovery in Malawi via loan schemes.

Turning to the eight Francophone countries, however, the scheme appears

more feasible as a result of higher graduate earnings. An annual

repaymenc equal to 10 percenc of salary over ten years would result in a

rate of cost recovery of 6a percenc and if the repaymenctwas 15 percent.

the recovery would be complete.

These sets of results lead back to the consideracion oE earnings

differentials presented in section II. There it was shown that, at

least in several Anglophone countries, differentials attributable to

higher education have been falling over time and in countries such as

Ghana are now quite narrow. The smaller the differential, the weaker

are both the efficiency and equity arguments for cost recovery schemes

and the lower the feasibilicv of recovering a substancial proportion or

Costs. Similarly tho easier it is co absorb graduates into emplovmen:.

The hisLor%r O; tdiilur -n invroducin- loan schemes in Africa anr. where

they have oeen introduced, or recouping significant payments nas to De

recognised. The likely increased pressure on governments to guarantee

employment after graduation and to maintain earnings differentials
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rc ov!. a loar's scheme must also be consi:ered. : ^.ese

ci:cums:ances it Ls recommendec hnae in countries where ir: ereniais

are low emphasis be mainLy placed on imposing char-es :or accommoda:.on

and that wage policies to continue the erosion of differentials are

implemenced. In this way, financial pressure on governmencs is eases

both in terms of tne education budget and izs total wage bill together

with the mossibilitv of achieving a greater intensity of g-aduate

employment throughout the economy.

Where, because of market pressures or for political reasons

earnings differentials attributable to higher education are unlikelv to

fall. greater emphasis needs to be placed on designing loan scnemes.

'swould appear co be the za-e -or severav .rancornone 'ec -

countries and for the small councries in southern Africa. Alternatives

to a loan scheme in these countries is a graduate tax and bonding or

compulsory community service for a number of years at low pay. A

graduate tax has the advantage over a loans scheme in that it affects

all graduates thereby being more equitable. A potential disadvantage is

rhe increased size of the pressure group threatened and the greater

likelihood of increased wage demands. Bonding schemes with periods of

community service on low pay already exist. These potentially reduce

the government's wage bill but the.costs of administration and provision

of accommodation have, in practice, quite severely reduced the savings.

The experience over the last fifteen years in African councries

of failed attempts to implement loan schemes or introduce 'ull cost

charges for accommodation indicates the political problems involved.

Examples of successful schemes in other parts of the world, such as

Latin America, however, indicate that they are possible to implement.

In African countries, the resolve of governments to ensure that

students' concribucions rise is likely to harden as the financial crisis

is prolonged. Similarly students' will to resist as the employment

market cightens can also be expected to strengthen. Recent moves in

Ghana, Nigeria -and Malawi to increase charges indicate that cost

recovery measures are beginning to gain momentum.
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Aopendix 1. Tables

Table Al

Educational Enrollments and Exoenditures, Sub-Saharan Africa

Country Year Percentage of Distribution of Higher

Total Central Educational Enrollment

Government Expenditure Ratio

Expenditure on P S H

Education (',)

Botswana 1982 ---- 56 32 12 ----

Burundi 1981 19.0 44 29 27 1.00

Comoros 1980 25.4 49 34 17 1.40

Djibouti 1984 11.9 74 26 - 0.60

Ethiopia 1981 11.1 50 28 22 0.45

Kenya 1982 21.2 65 16 19 ----

Lesotho 1982 16.9 40 33 27 1.30

Madagascar 1977 24.0 o 53 28 19 3.10

Malawi 1981 11.4 50 18 32 0.40

'-lauritius 1983 4.0 52 40 8 1.00

Rwanda 1983 24.5 72 16 12 0.40

Seychelles- 1979 22.4 44 43 131

Somalia 1981 10.5 50 44 6 1.00

Sudan 1980 ---- -- -- -- ----

Swaziland 1983 20.4 51 34 15 3.00

Tanzania 1980 17.7 64 14 22 0.30

Uganda 1980 16.1 29 46 25 0.60

Zaire 1981 26.4 -- -- 10 2.00

Zambia 1980 11.1 52 25 23 1.50

Zimbabwe 1981 19.5 b2 32 6 0.50
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Beni-n 1979 3,.0 62 30 8 1.u0

Burkina 1983 21.7 ,3 29 23 0.03

Cameroon 1978 16.0 34 45 21 1.30

CAR 1979 20.6 - . 0.70

Chad 1976 21.7 -- -- -- 0.20

Congo 1978 27.7 -- '.0

Gabon 1977 8.4 -- -- -- 2.30

Gambia 1977 6.5 60 32 8 ----

Ghana 1976 15.5 -- -- --

Guinea 1979 ---- 31 35 34 -..0O

Ivorv Coast 1981 '-;50 36 50 14 >CQ

Liberia 1980 19.6 '8 25 2. .9u

Mali 1931 21.7 54 30 16 0.90

Mauritania 1978 16.9 33 42 25 0.37

Niger 1978 16.6 52 43 5 0.20

Nigeria 1977 9.6 -- -- -- 0.17

Senegal 1977 23.0 46 34 20 2.20

Sierra Leone 1977 16.0 -- -- - 0.60

Togo 1978 26.5 38 35 27 1.60

Source: World Bank, 1985.

Note: Only those parts of total educational expenditure which can be

directly attributed to each level of education are included.

--- indicates no information
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7able A2

Public Exoenditure on Educazion as a Percentage of Gross National

Product and Total Public ExDenditure, Selected Countries and Years

Region/Country Year Educational Expenditure

as a ' o

GNP Total Public

Expenditure

Africa 1965 3.2

1970 3.5

1975 4.0

1980 4.1

Ivory Coast 1970 5.4 19.3

1979 8.6 29.8

Kenya 1970 5.0 17.6

1979 6.1 18.0

Liberia 1970 2.5 9.5

1980 6.1 24.3

Niger 1970 2.0 17.7

1980 4.3 22.9

Tanzania 1970 4.5 16.0

1979 5.8 10.7

Zambia 1970 4.7 10.9

1980 4.6 7.6

Source: UNESCO Statistical Yearbook 1983



Table A3

Characteristics of Selected African Universities 1978-79

Country/ Enrollments Students Books Non-African

University per Faculty per Student Faculty (percent)

3enin 2578 17 11 21

Bocswana 860 5 5d

Burundi 648 5 62 36

Cameroon 7800 20 9

Congo 4336 18 16

Ivory Coast 11430 16 5 41

Ethiopia

Addis Ababa 12000 15 21 20

Asmara 600 9 53 71

Gabon 1666 6 24 56

Ghana

Cape Coast 1421 6 89

Ghana 3888 7 76 10

Kumasi 2867 6 32 7

Upper Volta 1000 11 30

Kenya

Kenyatta 1701 6 29 31

Nairobi 5483 8 64

Lesotho 1048 6 119 16

Liberia

Cuttingham 646 10 142 40

Liberia 2685 11 48 21

Madagascar 9814 30 12

Malaw i I 12

Niger 947 b lb

Nigeria

A.B.U. 8204 8 85

Baycro 1949 15 28 40
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Country/ Enrollments Students Books Non-African

University oer Faculcy per Studenc 7aculcy (percent)

Benin 3841 10 19 16

Calabar 1335 8 38

Ibadan 6983 7. '8

Ife 8706 10 19

Ilorin 1310 6 16

Jos 2515 9 17

Lagos 9000 !2 1

Maiduguri 1176 9 19

Nigeria 6860 7 31

Port Harcourt 400 5 37 8

Sokoto 500 8

C.A.R. 1861 9 2

Rwarnda 809 5 147 77

Senegal 8753 16 21 45

Sierra Leone

Fourah Bay 998 6 90 16

Njala 752 7 53 3

Sudan

Juba 119 3

Omdurman 1585 6 5 16

Cairo 12278 72 5

Khartoum 7912 8 26 9

Swaziland 1149 14 36

Tanzania 2636 5 84 30

Tchad 800 12 16 84

Togo 2200 9 2 75

Uganda 3406 8 129 6

Zaire 28322 19 16 30

Zambia 365 - 10 68 53

Source: Association of African Universities, 1980, 1983.
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lable AL

African Students Studvinz Abroad in 45 Selected Countries 1972, 1980

Country of Origin Overseas Enrollments

1972 1980

Botswana 41 355

Ghana 1912 3158

Ivory Coast 919 3648

Nigeria 6289

Senegal 569 28L8

Cameroon 1173 5288

Zambia 306 1039

Source: UNESCO Statistical Yearbook 1974 and 1983
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APP\NDIX 2

Financing Arrangements for Students in Higher Education

Botswana

The university charges fees for tuition and for room and board.

Bursaries to cover these plus the purchase of books and supplies and an

allowance for personal expenses are available to all who apply. Ln

recurn, graduates are bonded to the government for a period equal co the

length of their course plus one year and pav back 5 percent of :heir

salary annually during that oeriod. Students abroad :-ale t , sa-

conditions attached to their bursaries.

Burkina Faso (Upper Volta)

In addition to free tuition studencs at the University of

Ougadougou receive allowances equal to 770 percent of per capita income.

Scholarships at secondary and higher education constitute 35- percent of

total educational expenditure.

Burundi

Free tuition. Between 1977 and 1979, the total value of

Government fellowships for living expenses quadrupled.

Cameroon

At the University, only about half of all students receive

scholarships and a lack of finance is suggested as a major reason for

high rates of student wastage. In the professional institutes, all

students receive a scholarship.

Ethiopia

Although part time students who attend evening classes pay fees.

Eull time students do not.

(, ha nn-

Ghana is one of the few countries to have introduced a

comprehensive loan scheme for students. It was begun in June 1971 and

abandoned in October 1972. The loans were to cover board and lodging

plus other personal expenses. The National Consultative Committee on

lducational Finance in 1975 recommended the reintroduction of loans but

Lhis did not occur. More recently (March 1984) the National Education
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Commission again recommended a loan scheme 'or maincenance ana personal

expenditure. At presenc, tuition and board and lodging are free anc

each student receives an allowance of 900 cedis. Plans to charge

students for board and lodging are to be implemented shortlyv

Kenya

Student loans have been frequently suggested for Kenya (Rogers

1972, Fields 1974) but only a very limited scheme exists. Since the new

loan scheme in 1974 under which living expenses are supposed to ce

covered, K sh.21 million (USS 1.5 million) have been loaned. However.

in 1981 while 540,025 sh. were due for repayment. only %-.-kS sr. < -

collected. Woodhall (1983) reports that an attempt in 1981 by the

Government to introduce a clause making parental land a collateral

provoked demonstrations and was dropped. Almost as many Kenyans study

at overseas universities as study in Kenya. Ninety percent of these

students are paying tuition costs plus bearing living expenses.

Lesotho

Around 86 percent of students receive loans of ML11,081

(US$ 1,178) a year, one third of which is paid directly to the

university to cover partial costs of tuition and dormitories. The

present scheme is for the Loan to be repaid in equal annual instalments

over five years with a 50 percent remission if graduates work for the

government. The enforcement procedures are, again, inefficient.

Although the scheme has been in operation since 1977 and total loans in

1983-4 were M1.4 million only around M10,000 a year is currently being

collected.

Malawi

Tuition, board and lodging are free and in addition, all

students are awarded allowances of K215 a year (USS 172). .he

allowances equal 6.2 percent of the University's budget. Boardin2 costs

per student are K312, and form 8.5 percent of the Universicy's tocal

rt2yurryfnL costs. the yovcrnmonL has rccjnt.lv announcea its iniercion to

charge fees for board and lodging.

Mali

Reoerence has previous.y been made to secondary and hicher

education scholarships being equal to almost 43 percent of the education
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budget. In the. gasc, any acticns to chanee the schlolarshirps poic ies

have met with serious opposicion in the form of studenc sri-kes and

riots. However, changes to -the eligibility criteria for foreign

scholarships have mainly been responsible for the fall in scholarships

to 29 percent of the education budget in 1981, and the total amount of

local scholarshios has been frozen at the 1978 level.

Nigeria

During the 1970's, the' Federal Government withdrew from the

allocation of bursaries in non-Federal universities ar.d the

responsibility was given to the state governments. It ls not a

effective this system is. The announcement of increased ceediny an2

lodging charges in 1978 produced widespread unrest, resulting in eleven

deaths. The resulting Committee of Enquiry proposed a loan scheme

administered by the states but the Government dismissed the suggestion,

arguing that it would have to become the guarantor. In the more recent

Report of the Presidential Commission on Salary and Conditions of

Service of University Staff, 1981 (Cooksey Commission) it is argued that

the Government should re-affirm the policy of tuition-free university

education, and any student admitted to a university should be assured of

an automatic scholarship by his or her state of origin (including

tuition and hostel fees plus a maintenance allowance). Recent reoorts.

however, that the universities have been closed indefinitely following

strikes and riots as a result of a decision requiring students to pay

for accommodation (N150-200 a year) and food, appear to show that the

government has not followed this advice. A period of national service

is required for each graduate.

Senegal

All education is tuition free.

Sierra Leone

Fees are charged by the universities but these are usuall1

c ov red by cent o aI Zor'e;nmerL scholarships aond. Inc c as n .-upcr:

provided by private industry.

Somalia

All educational tuition costs plus board and lodging expenses

are provided by the Government.
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Sudan

Tuition and boarding are free.

In 1976/77, student pocket money alone totalled more than book

expenditures in Khartoum University. Student welfare costs were li."

percent of the University's budget.

Swaziland

As is the case at all levels of education, university students

have to contribute towards their education. Fees, charges and living

expenses at the University in 1976 have been estimated at £680 while the

average Government scholarship was Z5'0. These scholarshiPs have to -e

repaid within two years.

Tanzania

As in several other countries, a loan scheme was introduced in

the early 1970's but was abolished due to the high costs of

administration and presumed injustices. Loans were replaced by an

obligation to work for the Government for five years. In addition to

free tuition, students receive sh.500 ($25) a month plus a book

allowance of between sh.1000 and 3000 depending on the faculty. n

1982, the National Commission of Education recommended the

reintroduction of a loan scheme, but so Ear no action has been taken.

Uganda

No tuition fees are payable and each student receives sh.4800 a

year as pocket money.

Zambia

Tuition, board and food are provided free at the university. In

addition, allowances are paid to all students.

In a paper by lMingac and Tan (1984) che exten; of scudenc subsidies e n

the Central African Republic, Congo, Ivorv Coast, Niger and Tooo are

d(-c tb?d. i -,n 7on(, of ;hr-ce councrics are :!it on feo -- ';

addition to those countries described above.. allowances to cover livin4

and ocher student related expenses are available for vircually all

students.


